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We establish the existence of the infinite volume (thermodynamic) limit 
for the free energy density of a system of charged particles, e.g., electrons and 
nuclei. These particles, which are the elementary constituents of macroscopic 
matter, interact via Coulomb forces. The long range nature of this interaction 
necessitates the use of new methods for proving the existence of the limit. It is 
shown that the limit function has all the convexity (stability) properties required 
by macroscopic thermodynamics. For electrically neutral systems, the limit 
functions is domain-shape independent, while for systems having a net charge 
the thermodynamic free energy density is shape dependent in conformity with 
the well-known formula of classical electrostatics. The analysis is based on the 
statistical mechanics ensemble formalism of Gibbs and may be either classical 
or quantum mechanical. The equivalence of the microcanonical, canonical and 
grand canonical ensembles is demonstrated. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 
In this paper we present a proof of the existence of the thermodynamic 
limit for Coulomb systems. A statement of the main results appeared in 
Lebowitz and Lieb (1969) an d an outline of the proof is to be found in 
Lieb and Lebowitz (1972). 
We start with a brief overview of the paper and defer precise definitions 
to later sections, mainly Section II. 
A. Perspective 
Statistical Mechanics as developed by Gibbs and others rests on the 
hypothesis that the equilibrium properties of matter can be completely 
described in terms of a phase-space average, or canonical partition 
function 2 = Tr{exp(-PH)}, with H the Hamiltonian and /3 the 
reciprocal temperature. It was realized early that there were grave 
difficulties in justifying this assumption in terms of basic microscopic 
dynamics. These questions, which involve the time evolution of 
macroscopic systems, have still not been satisfactorily resolved, but the 
great success of equilibrium statistical mechanics in offering qualitative 
and quantitative explanations of such varied phenomena as super- 
conductivity, specific heats of crystals, chemical equilibrium constants, 
etc., have left little doubt about the essential correctness of the partition 
function method. However, since 2 cannot be evaluated explicitly for 
any reasonable physical Hamiltonian H, comparison with experiment 
always involves some uncontrolled approximations. Hence, the following 
problem deserves attention: Is it true that the thermal properties of 
matter obtained from an exact evaluation of the partition function would 
be extensive and otherwise have the same form as those postulated in the 
science of thermodynamics ? In particular, does the thermodynamic, or 
bulk limit exist for the Helmholtz free energy/unit volume derived from 
the canonical partition function, and, if so, does it have the appropriate 
convexity, i.e., stability properties ? 
To be more precise: Let {/lj} be a sequence of bounded open sets 
(domains) in Rd with (li becoming infinitely large as j --t cc in some 
“reasonable way” which will be specified later. [We shall be concerned 
primarily with d = 3 but many of our results are valid for all d. For some 
results on classical Coulomb systems in d = 1 and 2, cf. Lenard (1961), 
Hiis Hauge and Hemmer (1972).] The volume of fli will be denoted by 
V(/lj) and V(Ai) --f GO as j -+ co. Consider now a sequence of systems 
consisting of S species of particles contained in the domains {Aj}. Let 
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Nj = (Njl,...l N,S) be the particle number vector specifying the system 
in Aj , i.e., Nji is a nonnegative integer and is the number of particles of 
species i contained in flj . The canonical partition function of the j-th 
system at reciprocal temperature p is then given by 
where E,(Nj; (lj) are the energy levels of thej-th system, pj = NJli(fl,) 
is the particle density vector, and --fi-ig(p, pj; flj) is the Helmholtz free 
energy per unit volume of the j-th system. According to statistical 
mechanics, knowledge of g determines all the equilibrium properties of 
this system. The question to be studied is the following: Given a sequence 
of particle density vectors {pj> which approach a limit P as j ---f co, 
does g(& pj; flj) approach a limit g(j3, p) as j + co, and is this limit 
independent in some sense of the particular sequence of domains {rlj) 
and density vectors (pj> used in going to the limit ? If so, does the limiting 
free energy density have, as a function of p and p, the convexity properties 
required for thermodynamic stability, i.e., is g(/3, p) convex in p and 
concave in p ? With regard to p, we see from (1.1) that each g(/3, pj; /li) is 
convex in p. Therefore, if the limit g(j?, p) exists, it will automatically be 
convex in 6. Consequently, we can set /3 = 1 and omit mention of p, 
and shall do so henceforth. 
In addition to proving the above, one also wants to show that the 
“same” thermodynamic results are obtained from the microcanonical 
and grand canonical partition functions (to be defined later). This 
program is referred to as proving the existence of the thermodynamic 
limit. 
Various authors have evolved a technique for establishing the existence 
of this limit for systems whose Hamiltonians satisfy certain conditions. 
[The different names associated with this development are: Van Hove, 
Lee and Yang, van Kampen, Wils, Mazur and van der Linden, Griffiths, 
Dobrushin, and in particular, Ruelle and Fisher. The reader is referred 
to Fisher (1964) and Ruelle (1969) f or an exposition and references. 
For a synopsis and more references see also Lebowitz (1968) and 
Griffiths (1971).] These Hamiltonians are the sum of kinetic energies of 
the individual particles plus an interaction potential energy among the 
particles, the latter depending only on the particle coordinates. There 
are two basic conditions required by the above authors on the interaction 
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among the particles constituting the microscopic units of macroscopic 
matter. 
The first of these requirements is that the interaction be short-range 
or tempered. The requirement of tempering unfortunately excludes the 
Coulomb potential which is the true potential relevant for real matter. 
That thermodynamics is applicable to systems with Coulomb forces is a 
fact of common experience, but the proof that it does so is a much more 
subtle matter than for short-range forces. It is screening, brought about 
by the long-range nature of the Coulomb force itself, that causes the 
Coulomb force to behave as if it were short-range. This has the conse- 
quence, as we shall prove in this paper, that for a sequence of systems, 
each of which is overall neutral, the approach of g(pj; Aj) to its limit g(p) 
and the properties of g(p) are the same as those obtained for systems with 
tempered interactions (except that the pi, i - l,..., S are constrained 
by the neutrality requirement). In particular, g(p) is the same for different 
“shapes” of the domains {L$). This shape independence disappears 
when the constraint of charge neutrality is lifted and systems with a 
“nonnegligible” amount of net charge are considered. The true long- 
range nature of the Coulomb force now becomes manifest, leading in 
some cases to a shape dependent limit of the free energy density 
and in other cases (when the excess charge is too large) to an infinite 
limit. 
The second basic requirement, which is essential also for Coulomb 
systems, is a stability criterion on the N-body Hamiltonian H. It is that 
there exists a constant B < CO such that for a system of N particles, 
H > -BN. We shall refer to this condition as H-stability. Heuristically, 
H-stability insures against collapse of the system. Mathematically, it 
provides an upper bound to the sequence {g(pj; Ai)> and this bound 
plays an essential role in the proof. It should be emphasized, however, 
that H-stability does not in itself imply a thermodynamic limit. As an 
example, it is trivial to prove H-stability for charged particles all of one 
sign, and it is equally obvious that the thermodynamic limit does not 
exist in that case. Since the kinetic energy is positive, it is clearly 
sufficient for H-stability that the interaction energy is H-stable by itself. 
For classical systems this is also a necessary condition since the kinetic 
energy can be arbitrarily small. While it is not too difficult to prove 
classical H-stability for a wide variety of interaction potentials [cf. 
Ruelle (1969)], t i is clear that classical H-stability will not hold for a 
system composed of positive and negative point charges. Even for a 
single pair, the Coulomb energy in three dimensions, - 1 /r, is unbounded 
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below. Interestingly, though, if the charged particles have hard cores, 
classical W-stability is satisfied, as shown by Onsager (1939). 
Onsager’s results were generalized by Fisher and Ruelle (1966). 
Their work, however, still left open the question of whether a quantum 
system of point Coulomb charges, which may be taken as the building 
blocks of real matter, is H-stable. Now when dealing with a quantum 
system of charges, the nonexistence of a lower bound to -l/r might not 
appear as serious as in the classical case since we expect that the 
Heisenberg uncertainty principle, which prevents particles from having 
their positions “close to each other” without also having a large kinetic 
energy, will insure the existence of a lower bound to the Hamiltonian. 
This is indeed the case for any finite system, (- 13.5 eV for a system 
composed of one electron and one proton), and generally H > - co for 
any N (cf. Simon, Appendix B to this paper). We need, however, a lower 
bound proportional to N and this, it turns out, the uncertainty principle 
alone cannot provide. The required result was proved by Dyson and 
Lenard (1967, 1968), who showed that H-stability holds for a system of 
point charges in three dimensions when all species with negative and/or 
positive charges are fermions. This is happily the case in nature where the 
electrons are fermions. (When neither of the charges are fermions, Dyson 
(1967) found an upper bound to the ground state energy that is propor- 
tional to -N715; hence such a system will not be thermodynamically 
stable). The Dyson-Lenard theorem is as fundamental as it is 
difficult. 
We note here that Griffiths (1969), found a way to extend the 
“canonical” proof to electrically neutral systems with Coulomb forces 
under the restrictive assumption of complete charge symmetry, i.e., that 
positive and negative particles have the same mass, spin, etc., but this is 
clearly insufficient for nuclei and electrons. Also, in a recent paper, 
Penrose and Smith (1972) established the existence of the thermo- 
dynamic limit for classical systems with electromagnetic interactions 
(including external fields) when the systems are confined in super- 
conducting like containers which modify the electromagnetic interaction 
among the constituent particles. 
This paper deals with the general nonrelativistic, classical or quantum 
mechanical Coulomb system without restriction. We do not consider 
any relativistic effects, such as spin-spin and spin-orbit couplings; 
the simple spin-spin dipolar coupling containing an r-3 interaction is 
not H-stable even for two particles. However, if the particles have a hard 
core, the dipolar interaction is H-stable and, although it is not tempered, 
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it can be satisfactorily treated [Griffiths (1969); cf. also Remark (ii) 
after Theorem 2.6 in Section II]. 
Needless to say, we also do not deal with the strong (nuclear) and 
weak interactions. As pointed out by Dyson (1967), the magnitude of the 
nuclear forces is so large that they would give completely different 
binding energies for molecules and for crystals if they played any role in 
the thermal properties of ordinary matter. We are also neglecting 
gravitational forces which certainly are important for large aggregates of 
matter and thus might be thought important in the thermodynamic 
limit. To quote Onsager (1967), “The common concept of a homo- 
geneous phase implies dimensions that are large compared to the 
molecules and small compared to the moon.” When we speak of the 
thermodynamic limit, which is mathematically the infinite system limit, 
we have in mind its physical application to systems containing 1O22 N 1O28 
particles, i.e., systems which are large enough for surface effects to be 
negligible and yet small enough for internal gravitational effects also to be 
completely negligible. 
B. Outline and Summary of Results 
In Section II we establish the basic notation and definitions, and list 
some inequalities needed in the sequel. Here we rely heavily on 
Appendix B contributed by Simon to whom we are indebted. The proof 
of the existence of the thermodynamic limit proceeds, as in the tempered 
case, by first establishing the limit for a standard sequence of domains. 
The limit for an arbitrary sequence of domains is then easily arrived at 
by packing those domains with the standard ones. The usual choice for 
the standard domains is a sequence of cubes (rj} of sides essentially 
2’. These have the desirable geometric property that I’,+r can be packed 
with 2d copies of rj . For the Coulomb case we find it necessary to use 
balls {B,}, and Section III is devoted to showing that the unit ball can be 
packed efficiently with a sequence of balls of decreasing diameter. 
In Section IV we combine the results of Sections II and III to establish 
the existence of the thermodynamic limit of g(pj; Bi) defined in (1. I), 
when each system in the sequence is overall strictly neutral. Section V 
generalizes this result to arbitrary domains, while keeping the condition 
of strict neutrality. The limiting free energy g(p) is found to be shape- 
independent. 
Section VI is devoted to systems that are not overall neutral and we 
establish the fundamental fact of electrostatics that in the thermo- 
dynamic limit the free energy is the sum of the neutral system free 
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energy and @“/C, where Q is the surplus charge and C is the (shape- 
dependent) capacity. For technical reasons, we are able to do this only 
for a sequence of domains whose shapes are essentially ellipsoidal. 
Section VII deals with the grand canonical ensemble. We prove the 
existence of the thermodynamic limit for the grand canonical pressure 
and show that the thermodynamic properties are the same as for the 
neutral canonical ensemble, i.e., nonneutral systems make a vanishingly 
small contribution to the grand canonical pressure regardless of the 
choice of the chemical potentials of the different species. This is a very 
special feature of the Coulomb potential. 
The microcanonical ensemble is treated in Section VIII. For simplicity, 
and not for any reason of technical difficulty, we consider only neutral 
systems in balls. We make use of a microcanonical partition function 
that is a little different from the usual ones, but has the virtue of satisfying 
a minimax principle. This ensemble, the usual microcanonical ensembles, 
and the canonical ensemble are shown to have the same thermodynamic 
properties in the limit. 
II. BASIC DEFINITIONS AND INEQUALITIES 
A. Description of Systems 
The particles comprising our system will consist of S different 
species and we shall denote the number, charge, and mass of species i by 
N’, ei and Eli . For convenience, we write N = (N1 ,..., Ns), E = (e, ,..., es) 
and M = (ml ,..., ms). A neutral system is one for which N * E = 0. 
E and M are fixed. The ei are real numbers (including zero). Since the 
Ni are nonnegative integers, the possibility of having a neutral system 
(which is essential in our analysis) requires that the charges be not all of 
the same sign. We also want, for simplicity, to be able to make neutral 
systems from any combination of positively and negatively charged 
species. This requires that the ratios of the ei’s be rational. We may thus 
choose appropriate units in which the ei are all integers. In nature all 
elementary charges are, in fact, integral multiples of the electron charge. 
The mi are strictly positive. We shall use N = N1 + ..* + Ns to be the 
total number of particles, and we shall denote the particle coordinates, 
without regard to species, by xi E Rd, i = I ,..., N and X = (xi ,..., x,). 
In like manner, we shall denote the individual charges and masses by 
ei and mi, respectively, i = l,..., N. 
A domain A is a bounded open set in Rd. It is not necessarily connected. 
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The volume (Lebesgue measure) of /I will be denoted by V(A), or 
simply V. The particle density in d will be denoted by p = (pi,..., p”), 
where pi = Ni/V(d). We shall also write p = N/V(d) for the total 
density. Using (1 .I) with /3 set equal to one, we make the further 
definition 
g(N/ V(A); A) = g”(N; A). (2.1) 
Statistics. Each particle species will be assumed to be either a boson 
or a single component fermion, or a physical two-component fermion. 
To say that species i is a boson, resp. single-component fermion, means 
that in considering the domain of the Hamiltonian we shall restrict our 
attention to the subset of L2(lRNid) consisting of functions which are 
either symmetric, resp. antisymmetric, under permutation of all the 
coordinates of particles of species i. The two-component fermion is 
more complicated. The Hilbert space is L2(RNid) @ (QZ~)~’ instead of 
L2(RNid). In other words, the “coordinate” of particle K of species i 
is in fl x B, , i.e., xk -+ (xii , gk), ak E {- 1, l}, where xk is termed the 
spatial and uk the spin coordinate of the k-th particle. Again, the functions 
of interest are required to be antisymmetric under permutation of the 
coordinates (x, G) of particles of species i. To avoid needless repetition, 
in the sequel we shall indicate only the spatial coordinate, xk E UV, and 
the reader can interpolate the obvious necessary changes to include the 
spin coordinates of the two-component fermions. In all cases, the 
Hamiltonian is assumed to be symmetric under permutation of the 
(space-spin) coordinates of the particles of each species. 
The Hamiltonian. To describe the Hamiltonian of the N particles we 
refer to the Appendix by Simon. It suffices to say here that 
H(N; A) = T(N; A) + U(N; X), P-2) 
where T(N; /l) is the kinetic energy operator and U(N; X) is the potential 
energy, or interaction. (These are denoted by H,, and V in Appendix B). 
T(N; A) = - ; fiz .f (m&l di ) 
I=1 
(2.3) 
with fi being (2z-)-l Plan&s constant. The eigenfunctions of H(N; A> 
vanish on the boundary of (1. 
We regard the potential as defined for all X E lRNd, and to describe 
it we write 
U(N; X) = UC(N; X) + UT(N; X), (2.4) 
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where 
UC(N; X) = 1 eid4(l Xi - Xj I), (2.5) 
l<i<j<N 
and 4(r) is the Coulomb potential 4(r) = r-l for d = 3. UT(N; X) is 
a tempered interaction (to be defined presently) which can depend upon 
the particle composition, but must be symmetric under interchange of 
(space-spin) coordinates of particles of the same species. In real matter it 
is absent, provided we assume that the electromagnetic interaction is 
purely Coulombic. We include it, however, because one may wish to 
consider a model system in which the constituent particles are not 
elementary but instead are composite, for example, ionized atoms. If 
there are N, two-component fermions, then U’(N; X) is to be inter- 
preted as a linear operator (matrix) on (C2)Nf which depends on the 
spatial coordinates of all N particles, i.e., it is a multiplication operator on 
L2(RNd). Clearly, UC(N; X) --f Uc(N, X)1, where II is the identity 
operator on (@2)Nf. 
The tempered interaction. We shall assume that UT(N; X) satisfies 
three conditions: 
1. Stability. There exists a constant B, independent of N, X, and 
the particle composition such that 
lJT(N; X) > -BN 1, all X E RNd, (2.6) 
where II is the identity operator on (C2)Nr. 
2. Tempering. Let PN be a partition of the N particles into 
several disjoint sets S, ,..., SK containing Ni ,..., NK particles, respectively. 
Denoting the coordinates of the particles in the several sets by Xi , . . ., X, , 
we define the inter-set potential energy W by 
W(N, PN ; X) = U(N; X) - 5 u(N, ; Xi). 
i=l 
For each pair of sets, S, and S, , let 
r,&N,PN;X) =min{/xi-~xjj:iESn,jESB]. 
(2.7) 
The tempering condition states that there exists a distance r0 > 0, a 
constant w > 0 and a constant E > 0, all independent of N, PN , Xi , K 
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and the particle composition, such that whenever r&N, PN; X) > rO 
for all 01, /3, then 
W(N P.v ; X) ,< w c N,Np[r&Y f’,v ; ~~)I-“-’ II, I<aQ3fK (2.8) 
with 21 being the identity operator on (P)“f. If w = 0 we say that UT is 
strongly tempered; otherwise, UT is weakly tempered, For examples of 
stable, tempered potentials and for sufficiency conditions see Ruelle 
(1969). One thing is clear: the Coulomb potential is not tempered regardless 
of the signs of the charges. This is the reason that the standard proof of 
the existence of the thermodynamic limit is not applicable in this case. 
3. Translation and rotation invariance. If G is any translation or 
proper rotation of IWd we require that 
UT(N; x1 ,..., xN) = U=(N; Gx, ,..., GxN). 
When there are two-component fermions, 
(2.9a) 
UT(N; x1 )...) xN) = 4YGtlJT(N; Gx, ,..., GxN) eG , (2.9b) 
where &G is a unitary operator on (P)Nf. The physical content of 
(2.9b) is that the Hamiltonian is invariant under simultaneous space and 
spin rotation. The spin-spin dipolar interaction has this property, and 
so does Uc(N; X). The condition (2.9) excludes any position- or 
orientation-dependent external potential such as a magnetic field. 
H-Stability. We say that the Hamiltonian is H-stable (quantum 
mechanically) if for all !P ~L~(fl~~) of the appropriate symmetry and 
in the form domain of H(N; A), 
(Y’, H(N; A)!?‘)/(Y, Y) > -NB 
for some B independent of N and A. 
(2.10) 
We say that the potential is H-stable if U(N; X) is stable, i.e., if it 
satisfies (2.6). (Th is is the same as classical H-stability.) As T(N; fl) is 
positive, classical H-stability implies quantum mechanical H-stability, 
but the converse is not true. It is also clear that if T(N; A) + Uc(N; X) 
is H-stable, then so is H(N; A). 
Stability of the Coulomb potential with hard cores. The Coulomb 
potential is not, by itself, a stable potential (unless all the charges are of 
one sign), but it is possible that the total U(N; X) is. One way to achieve 
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this is to include a hard core in UT(N; X), i.e., there are $S(S + 1) 
positive reals aa = sac, , 01, p = I,..., S such that V(N; X) = +OO if 
j xi - xi ) < ua4 for any xi of species 01 and xi of species fi and for all 01, /3. 
[Note: If there are hard cores, the domain to consider is, as mentioned in 
Appendix B, not RNd (or A”) but rather the complement of the hard-core 
region wherein Ur(N; X) = +a.] The fact that U(N; X) is stable 
under these conditions was proved by Onsager (1939) and we give the 
proof here in a form communicated to us by Penrose for d = 3. 
Let R = min, 4 a,, . Since ?Y(N; X) is stable, it is sufficient to show 
that Uc(N; X) satisfies (2.6) in the subset D of R3N where 1 xi - xi 1 > R, 
all i, i. Concentric with each coordinate xi , construct a closed ball 
B,(x,) of radius 4-R and fill it uniformly with a total charge equal to the 
given charge of particle i. For X E D, these balls are disjoint. According 
to Newton’s (1687) theorem (cf. Theorem 2.5), the mutual electrostatic 
potential energy of B,(x,) and B,(xi) is exactly eiejl xi - xj j--l. Intro- 
ducing the electric field vector g:(x) determined by the balls, we can 
prove stability by using the well-known electrostatic formula 
C eiei / xi - xj 1-l = (%T-~ 
.r 
/ &(x)1” d3x - f (self-energy of BJ 
id i=l 
>, -NB, (2.11) 
where B is the maximum electrostatic self-energy of any one ball. This 
same proof is applicable to the spin-spin dipolar interaction, Griffiths 
(1969). 
If U(N; X) is bounded below, we can define the classical 
(configurational) partition function as 
Z(N; A) = fi (NJ-l 1 exp[- U(N; X)] dNx. (2.12) 
i=l AN 
The theorems we prove in this paper concern In 2, whether defined by 
(1.1) or by (2.12). Although we shall always make statements in terms 
of the quantum mechanical 2, (1. l), t i will be clear that these theorems 
hold for (2.12) as well when U(N; x) is stable. 
The H-stability of the purely Coulomb Hamiltonian, i.e., 
V(N; X) = 0, was proved by Dyson and Lenard (1967, 1968) [cf. also 
Lenard (1972)]. 
THEOREM 2.1 (Dyson-Lenard). The Coulomb Hamiltonian 
N(N; A) = T(N; A) + UC(N; X) 
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is H-stable in three dimensions provided that either all the positively charged 
particles or all the negatively charged particles are fermions. 
In this paper we shall adopt the convention that all the negative 
particles are fermions, as they are in real matter. 
B. Upper Bound on g(p; A) 
THEOREM 2.2. There exists a jkite function h(p) such that for all 
4 g(p; A) < h(p). 
Proof. Consider the H-stable Hamiltonian 
H’(N; A) = &T(N; fl) + lJ(N; X) 
in A, so that 
H(N; A) = H’(N; A) + +T(N; fl). 
The factor 3 in H’(N; A) is equivalent to doubling all the masses and, 
using Theorem 2.1, H’(iV; A) > --NB’. Therefore, 
In 2 = In Tr exp[-H(N; A)] < In Tr exp[-$T(N, A)] + &VB’ 
= wqgo(P; 4 + id-0 (2.13) 
Independent of statistics (Bose or Fermi) there exists a finite function 
h’(p) such that g,( p; A) < h’(p) (see Fisher (1964)). 
Theorem 2.2 is the only place where H-stability will be used. The 
rest of the proof of the existence of the thermodynamic limit essentially 
consists of a demonstration that g(p; A) is increasing in A. The upper 
bound h(p) then guarantees the existence of a limit. 
C. Useful Inequalities 
THEOREM 2.3 (Peierls). Let A and B be self-adjoint operators on a 
Hilbert space Z with domains D(A) and D(B) and let 9’ = {fi) be a 
finite or countably injinite set of orthonormal vectors in D(A) n D(B). 
Then, 
Tr[eA+‘l 3 7 (.A , eA+Ti) 2 T exp[(fi , (A + W.fdl 
3 C ew[(fi, 44 exMO,43 j (2.14) 
* 
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where 
(2.15) 
Proof. The first inequality in (2.14) follows from the fact that the 
trace is the sum over a complete set of orthonormal vectors, the second 
and third inequalities follow essentially from the convexity of the 
exponential function [see Ruelle (1969) and Wehrl (1972)]. 
Remarks. 1. If A has a complete orthonormal set of eigenvectors in 
D(A) n D(B), then 
Tr[eA+E] > Tr[eA] exp[(Bj,]. (2.16) 
where 
(QA = Tr[BeA]/Tr[eA]. (2.17) 
2. If (fJ consists of a single vector YE D(A) n D(B), then 
In Tr[eA+B] 2 (‘P, (A + B)Y). (2.18) 
Now let (Y,J, DL = I,..., J be a set of J normalized vectors (not necessarily 
orthogonal) in D(A) n D(B), and take the tiean of (2.18): 
In Tr[eA+B] > J-1 C (‘u, , (A + B) ‘P,). 
n=l 
(2.19) 
We shall need this result in Section VI. 
The next inequality is the domain partition theorem. This is proved in 
Appendix B, Theorem 8, and we repeat it here with a slightly different 
wording: 
THEOREM 2.4. Let A, and A, be two disjoint domains in [Wd and let 
A 3 A, v A, . Let S, , S, be a partition of the N particles. (This means that 
the particles are split into two groups). Dejine H(N, , N2; A, , A,) to be 
(2.2) but with the domain of the functions to be the subset of IWNd where 
Xl >.a., XN, E A, and x~,+~ ,..., xN E A, with Y = 0 on the boundary of 
A, u A, . Then 
Tr exp[--H(N; A)] 2 Tr exp[--H(N, , N, ; fl, , A,)] (2.20) 
The right-hand side of (2.20) is to be interpreted as follows: While 
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the two groups of particles in the two domains still interact with each 
other via the potential U(N; X), the two groups are independent as far 
as statistics is concerned, i.e., the trace is over functions that are 
symmetric (or antisymmetric) under separate permutations of the coor- 
dinates of the N,’ particles of species i in /I, and the N,’ coordinates 
in fl, . It is as though there are altogether 25’ species: 5’ in fl, and S in 
/I, . To justify this we first apply Theorem 8, Appendix R to the sub- 
domain (A1 u $,)N C /IN. Then we apply it again to th,e (disjoint) union 
of the K == ni=, ($li) p ermutation copies of D, = Xizl (LIpi >: At?“). 
Call these domains Di , i = I,..., K. Any function which has the correct 
symmetry properties in D, can be extended in an obvious and unique 
way to a statistically correct function in lJ Di . If Yi and Yj have supports 
in Di and Dj , respectively, the crucial observation is that (Yi , HY,) = 0, 
and hence we can take the trace on the right side of (2.20) over L2(D,) 
only. This argument also holds for two-component fermions. For 
further elucidation, cf. Fisher (I 964). 
D. The Newton Theorem 
Finally, we need the fundamental electrostatic theorem due to Newton 
(1687). 
THEOREM 2.5 (Newton). Let B be an open ball in W of radius Y, 
centered at the origin. Let f E L1(B) b e such that f is rotation invariant 
(i.e.,f(x) = F(l x I)). Then 
j,fcx) 4(1 x - y I) dx = [ jBfcx) dx] 4(1 y 10~ for I y  I > r, (2.21) 
where 4 is the Coulomb potential, 4(r) == r-l for d = 3. 
COROLLARY. Let B and f be as above, let A be a measurable set in Ra 
such that the distance from B to A is positive and let g E Ll(A). Then 
j, dx jA dyf(x)g(y)+(I x - Y I) = jBfWx j,Q(I Y I>gW dy. (2.22) 
E. Application of Inequalities 
Consider a domain A’ such that fl’ 3 B u A where B is an open ball 
centered at the origin, (1 is a domain, and the distance from A to B is a 
positive number r, r > r0 with r,, defined in (2.8). Consider a partition 
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of a set of N particles into two sets N, and N, confined to B and A, 
respectively, and N = N, + Nn . 
First we apply Theorem 2.4 to this case. Next, we use Theorem 2.3 
in the following way: Let {Y,“], respectively {ul,“), be complete ortho- 
normal sets of eigenfunctions of W(N,; B) in L2(BN~), respectively 
H(N,; A) in L*(fl”,l). Th e existence of these functions and the relevant 
domain questions are discussed in Appendix B. Choose Y in Theorem 2.3 
to consist of functions of the form ‘PiB @ YjA in L2(BN5) @L2(ANd1). 
Writing 
H(N,,N,;B,fl)=H(N,;B)+H(N,;fl)+~_Ei-)-~, 
In Z(N; fl’) 2 In Z(N, ; B) + In Z(N, ; fl) - ( LVj, (2.23) 
with <I@‘) = (l&‘-n, the expectation value of I%’ in the canonical 
ensemble of a system with Hamiltonian I?. 
Now (I%“) consists of two terms: the contribution of UT, (@“)T, and 
the contribution of the Coulomb potential, (@‘)C. The first can be 
bounded, using (2.8), as 
(@‘>T < WN&v*Y-d-s. (2.24) 
To obtain a bound on (@C, we note (cf. Appendix B, Theorem 9) that 
where i indexes the set N, , j the set Nn , f(xi , xi) = e’ei+(l xi - xj I) 
and pij(xi , xi), xi E B, xi E /I is the joint probability density for the i-th 
particle in B and the j-th particle in fl. The probability density pij is 
computed from the canonical ensemble for a system with the Hamiltonian 
A, which contains no interaction between the particles in B and the particles 
in A. Hence pij(xi , xj) = piB(xi) pjA(xj) and pia is rotation invariant 
(by rotational invariance of H(N,; B) and uniqueness of piB). Also 
JB piB(x) dx = 1 = JA pjA(x) dx. Upon introducing the functions 
and 
p”(x) = 2 e”p,B(x) for xSB 
i=l 
p”(x) = y e’&‘(x) for xEd, 
j=l 
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and using Theorem 2.5, we see that 
(@c= jEpB(x)d~ jA~Y~)4(I Y l)dy. 
Note that JB p”(x) dx = QB = NB * E where QB is the total charge of 
the particles in the ball. Thus we have proved 
THEOREM 2.6. If A’ 3 B u A with B, A, NB and N* as described 
above and ;f Ng + E = 0 then 
In Z(N; A’) > In Z(N, ; B) + In Z(N, ; A) - wN~~~Y-~-~, (2.26) 
Remarks. 1. (2.25) and (2.26) b . o viously hold even for two-component 
fermions. 
2. If we add to H in (2.2) a ( nontempered) spin-spin dipolar 
interaction UD, and if we assume that the particles have hard cores so 
that the Hamiltonian is H-stable (Griffiths, 1969) then (2.26) remains 
true. The reason is that (oD> = 0 because an analog of Newton’s 
theorem holds. Spin inversion symmetry of H, as used by Griffiths (1969), 
is not required. 
F. Basic Strategy 
Theorem 2.6 is the central fact used in our proof of the existence of the 
thermodynamic limit for Coulomb systems; it overcomes the lack of 
tempering of the Coulomb potential. Using Theorem 2.6 we are able 
to contruct a standard sequence of increasing domains {A,}, with 
V(Aj) + co, for which g(e; Ai) is essentially monotonically increasing. 
Theorem 2.2 then guarantees that the g(p; Aj) have a limit as j -j a. 
For the domains Aj , we have to use balls Bj rather than cubes ri , as 
is the case in the proofs for tempered potentials. The ball Bj will in 
turn have to be packed with balls BjWl , Bj-2 ,..., B, , rather than just 
with balls Bj-l (the ability to pack ri with just cubes I’,-, is what makes 
the standard proofs simple). To do so effectively, and also to be able then 
to prove the limit for a sequence of general domains (Ai}, we must 
be able to decompose a given domain into a decreasing sequence of 
balls efficiently, and this geometric packing problem is the subject of 
the next section. In connection with Theorem 2.6 we note that it can 
be used repeatedly to give a bound when A’ contains the union of K 
disjoint, separated subdomains, so long as all but one of the domains 
are balls and the balls contain a neutral mixture of particles. 
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III. ON PACKING A DOMAIN WITH BALLS 
In this section we address ourselves to a geometric construction which 
is fundamental to our proof of the existence of the thermodynamic 
limit, namely, the possibility of packing a ball or a cube by smaller balls, 
such that the packing is both complete and rapid. Our main results are 
Theorems 3.1 and 3.2. 
If A C RP is a domain and B = (BJ. IS a d enumerable family of domains 
such that Bi CA for all i we shall say that B is packed in A if the {BJ 
are disjoint. The packing is compkte if xi V(B,) = V(A). 
DEFINITION. For a domain A C Rd and a real number h we define 
A, = {r: r e A, d(r; N A) < h} for h>O 
= { r: r+z -fl,d(r;A) < --h} for h < 0, (3.1) 
where d( ; ) is the distance function and N denotes complement. 
We also define V(/(h; A) to be the volume of A, . 
LEMMA 3.1. Let A be a domain in Rd and consider any covering of A 
by closed cubes of side x having disjoint interiors (e.g., the cubes may them- 
selves be arranged in a cubic array). Let n be the number of cubes whose 
interiors are contained entirely in A. Then the volume of A not covered by 
these cubes, dV = V(A) -- nxd is less than V(x z/d; A). 
This is Lemma 2 in Section 8 of Fisher (1964). It follows from the 
observation that if A is first covered by closed cubes having disjoint 
interiors, and if the interiors of the cubes that intersect -A are then 
removed, the subset of A which is uncovered is contained in A,,,a. 
It follows from this that the number NY of cubes of side 2y that can be 
packed in A satisfies the inequality 
Iv, > (29 [V(A) - V(2y $6; A)]. (3.2) 
DEFINITION. Let od be the volume of a ball of unit radius in Rd. 
gd .G 2-dad is the fraction of the volume of a cube of side 2y filled by a 
ball of radius y when the ball is packed in the cube. We also define 
ad = (2d - 1) 2 1/z. Ball always means open ball. 
LEMMA 3.2. Let B C Rd be a ball of radius r and let y be such that 
r >, 2y 42 >, 0. 
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Then 
V(2y y/2; 23) < V( -2y -\/d; B) < adudr(d-l)y. (3.3) 
Proof. Clearly, for 0 < h < Y, 
q’(h; B) = Ud[@ - (r - h)d] < V(--h; B) = ua[(r + hld - 4 
Let f(e) = (1 + c)” - 1. Since f (c) is convex, 
f(c) < f(O) + Ml) -ml = 42” - 11 for O<c<l. 
Applying this inequality proves the lemma. 
The main theorem we wish to prove is that we can find a sequence of 
balls of decreasing radius, of which the j-th type has radius Yj = yi 
(with y < I), such that we can completely pack a unit d-dimensional 
ball with these and, moreover, we can do this rapidly. 
THEOREM 3.1. Let p be a positive integer and, for all positive integers j, 
define radii rj = (I + p)-j and integersoonj = pj-‘( 1 + p)jfd-r). Then zjc 
1 + p > OQ + g;’ it is possible to pack ujcl (nj balls of radius ri) in a unit 
d-dimensional ball. The packing is complete since Cj”=, njrjd = 1. 
Proof. We shall give an explicit construction for accomplishing the 
packing stated in the theorem by using Lemmas 3.1 and 3.2. First cover 
the unit ball by a cubic array of cubes of side 2r, . We shall show that 
there are n, of these cubes which are contained in the unit ball. We can 
place a ball of radius rl at the center of each of these cubes. We then 
cover the unit ball by a cubic array of cubes of side 27, and show that 
there are n2 of these cubes which are contained in the unit ball and which 
do not intersect the first n, balls. The argument is repeated inductively. 
Thus, we have to show that after placing ah balls up to and including 
those of radius rj we can pack ni+l balls of radius Y~+~ in a cubic array into 
sZi , which is the interior of the unfilled portion of the unit ball. (We 
must prove this for j 3 0, with Y,, E 0.) For j > 0, 
j 
q-q> = Ud - Ud c 
k=D 
nkYkd = ‘Sd (+&-,: 
Clearly, V(2 1/J ri+r; GJ~) is bounded above by ~j which is the sum of the 
q-2 l/d yj+1; B) for each ball of (J’,=O (n, balls of radius YJ separately 
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plus V(2 z/d rj+1; B) for the unit ball. Thus, by Lemma 3.2, if 
2 &! rj+l < rj (which is true when p satisfies the hypothesis) 
V(2 d/d rj+1 ; Qj) < nzj -G %PdYj+l ]l + i q&1( 
I<=” 
-= (pj +p - 2)(p - 1)-l (1 + p)-(j+l) adod :=; iGj, (3.4) 
Using (3.2) it is sufficient to show that 
(2rj+l)” nj+l < [Vj - l@j] < [V(Sj) - V(2 $6 Yj+l ; Qj)]. 
Inserting the relevant quantities, we require that 
I<gg, p+l-a, I 1 + p-Q - 2) P-1 I 
for all j >, 0. By the hypothesis p >, 2. Then p-j(p - 2) < (p - 2) 
and hence it is sufficient that 
which agrees with the hypothesis. 
It is amusing to compute the minimum ratio of successive radii 
required by this construction: 
d= 1 2 3 
(1 +p) > 3 10 27. 
We note that the fraction of volume of the unit ball occupied by all the 
balls of radius yj is 
where 
fj E nipId = p-4', (3.5) 
y =p(l +p)-’ < 1. (3.6) 
Moreover, the fraction of volume left unfilled after the balls of type j 
have been packed is +. This implies that the packing is “exponentially 
fast”. It is not claimed that it is impossible to pack the unit ball 
“exponentially fast” with a smaller value of p, nor do we claim that our 
particular packing is the fastest possible for a given p. 
The following, which is similar to Theorem 3.1, will be needed in 
Section V. 
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THEOREM 3.2. Let I’, be an open cube in IWd of volume od , i.e., of side 
(aJl/d. Then Theorem 3.1 remains true zy “unit d-dimensional ball” is 
replaced by “cube rd”. 
Proof. If we can show that the estimate (3.4) remains valid the rest 
will follow. To do so, we have to show that v(2 v’d y; .r’,) ,< adffdy. 
As J’, has 2d faces, V(h; r,) < 2dh(ad)l-lld for h > 0. Hence, we require 
that 2d < (2d - I)(ad)lld, which is true. 
IV. THERMODYNAMIC LIMIT FOR SPHERICAL DOMAINS 
In this section we shall prove the existence of the thermodynamic 
limit for a standard sequence of balls. To do so we shall define a sequence 
of standard balls {Bj> of increasing radii ($1, i = 0, I,... . To avoid 
confusion, it should be noted that these balls are geometric objects 
only and are independent of the manner in which we shall later choose to 
fill them with particles. The motivation for our choice of the (Bj} and for 
Lemma 4.1 will become apparent later. 
A. The Standard Sequence 
DEFINITION. Let 1 + p satisfy the condition of Theorem 3.1 and 
be even. (The fact that 1 + p is even will not be used until Theorem 4.3.) 
For a suitable choice of an R,’ > 0 and 0 < B < 1, the balls B, , 
B 1 ,“‘> forming the standard sequence, are chosen to have the radii 
Rj = R,‘(l + p)j (1 - p). (4.1) 
The choice of R,’ and 6’ depends upon the type of potential being 
considered. 
(i) For pure Coulomb potentials, R,’ is arbitrary and 8 = 0. 
In this case we always interpret rO, where it appears in the sequel 
as zero. 
(ii) For strongly tempered potentials (in addition to the Coulomb 
potential), characterized by a distance r,, beyond which the tempered 
potential is nonpositive, we choose 8 = (1 + p)-’ and R,’ > 2r,(l - 0)-r. 
(iii) For weakly tempered potentials (in addition to the Coulomb 
potential), characterized by an r,, and by a decay parameter E (Eq. (2.8)) 
we choose 6 = (1 + $J)-~/~(~+c) and R,’ > 2r,( I - 0)-l. 
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In Fisher’s (1964) terminology, the standard balls, {II,}, would be 
called the “free volumes”, i.e., these are the domains to which the 
particles are confined. It is also convenient to define “nominal volumes” 
which are balls Bj’ with radii 
Rj' = R,'( 1 +p)j. (4.2) 
The volumes of the above balls will be denoted by Vj and V,‘, 
respectively. 
Let nj = ~‘(1 + p)j”/p with y = p/( 1 + p) as in Eq. (3.6) and 
Theorem 3.1. 
LEMMA 4.1. For all K > 0 it is possible to pack a ball BK (or a cube T, 
of the same volume) with uF:i (nK+ balls B,), such that the distance 
between every ball of type j and every ball of type k, 0 < j, k < K - I, is 
at least djk: = b(tj + tk) where 6 = *I?,,‘(1 - 19) > r,, and t = (p + l)fI. 
(Note that djk > 2r, since t > 1.) Furthermore, the distance between every 
ball of type j and the boundary of BK (or rK) is at least btj > r,, . 
Proof. Consider a sequence of balls By of radii 
R; = Rj’(l - +fF) > Rj for 0 <j <K. 
Since Rs = R, and Ri+,,lRZji’ = 1 + p for j < K, we can pack BK or r, 
with the required number of B; balls according to Theorems 3.1 and 3.2. 
Concentric with each BJ, place a ball Bj . The distance between two 
balls Bj and B, is not less than 
R; + R; - (Rj + R,) = $Rj'(f?j - OK) + $R,‘(B” - #) 
and since BK < fW for 0 < j < K - 1 the first part of the lemma is 
proved. The distance of a ball Bj to the boundary is not less than 
R; - Rj zzz -&‘tj( 1 - 0). 
The above packing will be referred to as the standard packing of the 
ball B, (or cube r,) with balls {B,}, j = 0, l,..., K - 1. 
The following subsection B is relevant only when weakly tempered 
potentials are present. Otherwise it may be omitted and the constant A, 
appearing in all subsequent energy estimates, set equal to zero. This is 
so because Lemma 4.1 implies that the particles in different balls of 
a standard packing have zero as an upper bound for their interactions via 
strongly tempered potentials. 
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B. Upper Bound on Tempered Interactions 
Suppose that in each ball of type j in a standard packing of BK or J’, 
we place at most Ni = pVj’ particles, for some p 3 0. We recall that 
the tempering condition states that the tempered (non Coulombic) part 
of the potential energy of two sets of N, and N6 particles separated by a 
distance r > r0 , is bounded above by wN,NQ-(~+~) with w > 0. 
Let Ui be an upper bound to the tempered interactions of the particles 
in any one ball Bj with the particles in all other balls of types K < j. 
Then, by counting the positive bounds to the interactions of balls of 
equal type twice we obtain an upper bound on the total tempered 
interaction energy between particles in different balls Bj contained 
in BK 
K-l 
OK < c nK-jUje (4.3) 
j=O 
To find Ui , consider some particular ball Bj , and around it construct 
spheres of radii L, = R,‘[k - +ej+r] for all h 3 1. Since L, = Rj + btj, 
with b = iRO’( 1 - 0) and t = (p + 1)0, it follows from Lemma 4.1, 
and the fact that Rj’ 3 Rj , that each of the other balls B, with 1 < j is 
contained entirely in some shell of inner radius L, and outer radius 
L,,, for some K >, 1. Hence the total volume of such balls in that shell 
is less than the volume of the shell, namely, 
viz = ud(Rj’)d{(k + 3 - gWl)d - (k - *fP+*)d} 
-=, 3&,(R,‘)” (k + 3)dP1. (4.4) 
(Here, we have used the convexity argumentf(y+x) -f(y) < xf’(y+x) 
for f convex.) The number of particles in these balls does not exceed 
pv,; and since R,‘(k - $W1) - Rj > Rj’(k - 1) we have 
where 
Uj < Njpw f vk[(k - I) Ri’]-(d+‘) + vl(rot')-'"+j 
I k’=2 
< 3dN~Pw0,{~,(Rj’)-’ + 4d-1(Rj’)” (btj)-(d+E)}, (4.5) 
24, = f [(R + 3)“-1 (k - 1)-d-‘] < co. 
k=2 
(4.6) 
We can now insert (4.5) into (4.3). If we recall that the volume of Bj’ 
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is vj = ~T~(R$‘)~, that NjnKAj = p-ipyK-jVK’, and that (Rj’/R,,‘)dt-j(d+~) = 
(1 + p)-he-j(d+r) = (1 + p)-jciz, then we have the following: 
LEMMA 4.2. If a standard ball B, or cube T, be packed with smaller 
balls in the standard way (as in Lemma 4.1) and {f the smaller balls B, 
haze particle numbers not exceeding Nj = pVj’ for some p 3 0, then 
there exist constants A 2. 0 and B > 1 depending on p, d, E and w but 
not on K or p such that the tempered potential energy U is bounded by 
iiK < P”VK’AB-K. (4.7) 
C. Filling of Balls with Particles 
In the following we shall fill the standard balls with particles in various 
ways. However, we shall always observe the following conventions: 
1. Each ball will have charge neutrality. We shall assume that 
there is a fundamental multiplet of particles of the various species which 
is charge neutral and this will be used as the fundamental unit and will be 
referred to simply as a multiplet. Densities and particle numbers will be 
in terms of this unit. The only effect of this convention is to modify 
the value of A of Lemma 4.2. Later, in subsection F we shall generalize 
our results to arbitrary, but neutral, mixtures of particles. In subsections 
C, D and E, p is not a vector but a number. 
2. For convenience, free energies and densities for the standard 
balls will be referred to the nominal volume V,‘, rather than to the true 
volume Vj . Since V,‘/V, 4 1 as j f co this creates no problem. Thus, we 
define 
gj(p) = (Vj’)-l In Z(N = pVj’; B,), (4.8) 
where N is the number of multiplets. 
Since N must be an integer, an obvious restriction is thereby placed 
on p. However, following Fisher (1964) we can define g for all p by 
linear interpolation as follows: 
DEFINITION. Let f(N) be a function from the integers to the reals. 
If n = N + 7, with N an integer and 0 < q < 1, we extendf(*) to the 
reals by.f’(n) = f(N) + $f(N + 1) -f(N)]. 
The usefulness of this definition is made manifest by the following 
lemma. 
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LEMMA 4.3. Let A$ be the nonnegative integers, R+ the nonnegative 
reals, and R the reals. Let f, h, , h, ,..., h, be functions from J& to R and let 
f ‘> hl’,..., hM’ be the extended functions from lR+ to R as in the above 
dejinition. Let Nj E ~5 and nj E R +. If f (Cr Nj> b XY hj(Nj) for all {Nj> 
thenf’(zynj) > CE;lhj’(nj) for all (T+}. 
Proof. We use induction on M. The case M = 1 is obvious and 
M = 2 is proved in Fisher (1964, footnote 25). Assume the lemma for M 
and define G(N) = max zy hj(Nj), where the maximum is with respect 
to all (Nj> whose sum is N. Then G’(C;U nj) 3 Ct;‘hj’(nj). For M + 1, 
let Cf: Nj = B, and N,,, = B, . Then the hypothesis of the theorem 
states thatf(B, + B,) > G(B,) + hM+1(B2). Application of the M = 2 
case to this inequality proves the lemma. 
Let us now consider a standard packing of BK with Nj multiplets 
placed in all balls of type j, j = 0, I,..., K - 1. The total number of 
multiplets in B, is then 
K-l 




p = N/V,’ = p-l 1 pjyK-j. 
0 
(4.10) 
Our fundamental inequalities of Section II on the partition function of a 
subdivided domain, together with the bound of Lemma 4.2 on the 
tempered potential, the vanishing of the average interdomain Coulomb 
interaction for neutral balls, and the fact that maxi pi2 ,( C$’ pi2 
implies that 
K-l 
g,(N/v,‘) > c /Q-j +(Nj/T/,‘) - A&K (+‘;. (4.11) 
j=O 
An obvious application of Lemma 4.3 [noting there that if f (N) = N2 
thenf’(n) < n(n + l)] leads to 
THEOREM 4.1. Let pl ,..., pKpl be nonnegative reals and let 
K-l 
p = p-1 c piyK-j. 
0 
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Then there exist A >, 0 and B > I, independent of 
such that 
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K and p1 ,..., w-1 , 
cfK(P) 2 k g  yK-jgj(pj) - AB-K (4.12) 
Remark. Theorem 4.1 raises the specter that we are placing fractional 
numbers of multiplets in the various balls. This is not the case. What 
has been done is to extend the definition of g to noninteger multiplet 
numbers by linear interpolation so that when the multiplet number is 
integral the extended g is the same as the primitive g. Despite the apparent 
simplicity of Lemma 4.3, (4.12) is really derived from a complicated 
summation of inequalities involving only integral particle numbers. 
D. Limit of gk(p) as k -+ cc 
Our next task is to use Theorem 4.1 to establish the thermodynamic 
limit of gl,.(p) for the standard sequence of balls. 
One source of annoyance is the possibility that the particles may have 
hard cores. Consequently, when we fill the balls with multiplets we must 
be careful to avoid overfilling the smaller balls, otherwise some gj will 
be - 00 and Theorem 4.1 will be meaningless. The difficulty arises 
because, owing to the imperfection of the filling at each stage, the true 
density in the smaller balls must always be greater than the limit density, 
and we want to be able to make the latter arbitrarily close to the close- 
packing density. 
DEFINITION. For the fundamental multiplet, let pC be the maximum 
(i.e., close packing) density for an infinitely large ball. If the particles 
do not have hard cores, then pc = + 00. 
DEFINITION. Standard jilling of the standard sequence of balls for a 
given density p < pr . Let t be a positive integer such that (1 - yl)pC > p. 
Define Mj to be the maximum number of multiplets that can be packed 
into Bj such that there is a minimum distance 6 > 0 between the hard 
cores of any pair of particles and a distance $S between the hard core of 
any particle and the boundary of Bj , i.e., if the hard core diameter of 
each particle is increased by 6 then Mj would be the maximum number of 
multiplets which could be packed in Bj . We can and do choose 6 > 0 
such that the infinite volume close packing density for these “swollen” 
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particles, limi,, MjjVj’ s pc , satisfies pC > pc > p( 1 - yl)-l. Hence, 
there exists a smallest positive integer K, such that Mj/ Vj’ > p( 1 - yt)-l 
for all j > K. Although t, 6 and {Mj} cannot be chosen independent of p 
for all p < pc , we can clearly choose them to be independent of p in 
any interval 0 < p ,< p where p < pc . In particular, when p = i( I - y)pc 
we can choose t = 1. Now, let L = K + t - 1. For each j > 0 we 
define a standard density sequence (depending on p) as follows: pj = p 
forj >L;pj =p(l -+-lforK <j ~LL;pj = OforO <j < K. 
Remarks. (i) We note that the quantities pjVj’ are always less than 
Mj . Since gj(p) is defined by linear interpolation, the maximum number 
of multiplets we ever have to consider in Bj is just Mi . In that case a 
lower bound on the partition function can be obtained from our 
fundamental inequality by confining each particle in Bj to a ball whose 
diameter exceeds the particle’s hard core diameter by 6. This permits 
the center of each particle to move within a ball of diameter 6, giving it 
a finite kinetic energy and thus giving a lower bound to 2. 
(ii) It is understood that when p = 0, g,(O) = 0; 
(iii) Equations 
k-l 




Pb + ( ~o’)-llw - yy2 + k - L - 1) 3 c Ph + (~i’>yl (4.14) 
j=O 
are true for all k > L. 
With p held fixed, 1 t e us denote gj(pj) simply by gj . Then, from 
Theorem 4.1, 
g, = d ycl yk-jgj - 6, + ck (4.15) 
fK 
for k > L, and where 
k-l 
6, = AB-” c pi[pi + (Vj’)-l] (4.16) 
j=O 
and C~ is a nonnegative real number. 
We shall use (4.15) to establish that gj has a limit. That such a limit 
exists follows from the general theory of the renewal equation, but 
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since it is possible to solve (4.15) explicitly there is no need to avail 
ourselves of general theorems. The solution to (4.15), valid for k > L, 
is easily proved by induction to be 
g, -7 y(cr - 6,) + (I - y) -f: (Cj - Sj) 
,=L-Ll 
t (1 - Y) 1 YLp'gj . (4.17) 
j=K 
Equation (4.17) establishes a limit for g, because (a) The terms involving 
6, clearly have a limit from (4.14) and (4.16); (b) The last sum in (4.17) 
is a fixed finite number since each gj is finite; (c) As each cj >, 0, and as 
we know that gk has an upper bound by H-stability, the sum involving 
the c’s must converge. This implies that cIC -+ 0 and hence (4.17) must 
have a limit. We shall call this limit g(p). 
Further examination of (4.17) leads to a lower bound for g which is 
proportional to p for sufficiently small p. It is easily verified from (4.17) 
that the sequence h,; = g,. + ~(6, - ck) + (1 - y) xF=,+, aj is non- 
decreasing for k > L. Hence, 
g(P) + (I ~ Y) C sj 3 hL+l z RL+1 id sL+l - VLLl 
I=L+l 
(4.18) 
The left side of (4.18) is g(p) + a,p + a$, so that our aim is then to 
show that the right side is suitably bounded. Referring to the definition 
of the standard filling, let p be in the interval (0, 8( 1 -- y)p,) so that 
t = 1 and Mj is independent of p. Then let J = min{j: nil, > 0) 
and let IJJ = inf{Mj/Vj’: j > J}. Since Mj/Vj’ + pC > 0, it follows that 
4 > 0. Define the nonempty open interval I by 
1 = {p : 0 < p < min[t(l - r)pC , (1 - y)4, (Vi+,)-‘]}. (4.19) 
From these definitions, it follows that if p E I then the K and L values 
appropriate to all such p satisfy K = L = J. Thus, if p E I, the right side 
of (4. IS) is (1 - y)gJ+i(p) + y2p-ig,(p). Since p < (Vi+,)-i < ( VJ’)-l, the 
linear interpolation definition of g states that these two terms are a linear 
combination of the four quantities In Z(N = 0, B,), In Z(N = 0, B,.,), 
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InZ(N = 1, B,) and In Z(N = 1, B,+i). The first two are zero. The 
latter two refer to a system with one unit multiplet. Nevertheless, 
these latter two quantities are finite numbers independent of p so that 
when they are inserted into the right side of (4.18) they will give a lower 
bound proportional to p. We also recall that g(p = 0) = 0. 
Our analysis of (4.15) has thus led us to 
THEOREM 4.2. Let p < pc be a jxed multiplet density and let each ball 
B, of the standard sequence have the density pk of a StandardJilling appro- 
priate to p. Then 
exists and is finite. Furthermore, there exists a p1 > 0 such that for p in the 
closed-open interval [0, pI), g(p) is b ounded below by ap with 01 jinite and 
independent of p. 
Remark. For a given p the standard filling is not uniquely determined. 
However, all standard fillings have the property that pi = p for j 
sufficiently large. Hence the function g(p) in Theorem 4.2 is independent 
of the standard filling and what Theorem 4.2 really says is that g(p) == 
lim,,, g&>. 
E. Convexity of the Free Energy 
With the limit g(p) in hand we can next establish convexity. [Note: 
The following theorem actually proves the concavity of g(p). The word 
convexity is sanctioned by historical usage, however, because the free 
energy/unit volume, -/Pig, is the quantity of physical interest and is 
convex if g is concave.] 
It is here that we use the fact that 1 + p was chosen to be even. 
THEOREM 4.3. Let p’ and p” be any two numbers in the interval [0, pc). 
Then the limit function of Theorem 4.2 satisjies 
g(b + W) > MP') + Mf"). (4.20) 
Proof. In a standard packing of B, , the number of balls B, (0 <j < k) 
(k that are used is nkPi = pk--j--l( 1 + p) - j)(d-r) and this is even for all j 
when d > 2. [The one-dimensional case can be handled separately, but 
we shall not bother to do SO here.] For each j fill half the balls Bj with 
a density pi’ appropriate to the standard filling for p’. Fill the remaining 
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half with the corresponding density p;. An obvious extension of the 
argument leading to Theorem 4.1 shows that (using the notation of 
(4.16), with pj’ and p;) 
g&J > $ ;$ y”-‘[g,’ + &I - 6,’ - q. 
3-o 
with 
and gj’ c gi(pj’); g; Es gj(p;). 
Let L’ and L”, respectively, be the L values associated with the standard 
filling for p’ and p”. Then, for k > max(L’, L”), & = *(p’ + p”) = p. 
Let L be the L value associated with the standard filling for p so that for 
K > max(L, L’, L”) we also have pk = p and hence gk(jik) = g,; . Let 
ck’ and CL be the corresponding numbers defined in (4.15), whence, for 
K > max(L, L’, L”), g, > *[gk’ + gi] - &c,’ + c(t- + a,.’ + Si]. Taking 
the limit k --f 00 proves the theorem. 
If we now appeal to Sections 3.5-19 of Hardy, Littlewood and Polya 
(1959), especially Theorem 111, we can combine Theorem 4.3 with the 
lower bound of Theorem 4.2 to yield 
COROLLARY. In the closed-open interval [0, p,), the limit function g(p) is 
continuous and is concave in the sense that 
gb’ + (1 - 4P”) 3 MP’) + (1 - 9.h”) 
for all 0 < X < 1 and aEZ p’, p” E [0, p,). In the open interval (0, pJ, g(p) 
has everywhere left-hand and right-hand derivatives; the former is never 
less than the latter and both derivatives decrease with p. 
Remark. Strictly speaking, the theorems in Hardy, Littlewood and 
Polya (I 959) do not establish continuity at the end point p = 0. However, 
for small p, our fundamental upper bound for g(p) is proportional to 
-p In p and our lower bound of Theorem 4.2 is proportional to p. Since 
g(0) = 0, we also have continuity at p = 0. 
The continuity of g(p) leads to the following theorem on the uniformity 
of the thermodynamic limit. 
THEOREM 4.4. Let p E [0, p,) and let {pj*}, j = 0, l,..., be a sequence 
of nonnegative reals such that lim+, pi* -= p. 
607/9/3-6 
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Then 
(i) limj,, gdp> = g(p) un;formly on compact subsets of [0, p,); 
(ii) limj+m gj(pj*) = g(p). 
Proof. (ii) is a trivial consequence of (i) since 
I g(p) - &h*)I G I A+> - &+*)I + I gh*) - gh”)l. 
The first term goes to zero by the continuity of g(p) and the second term 
goes to zero by (i). 
We shall prove (i) on an interval [0, ,5] with p < pC . As already stated, 
we can choose the parameters t, 6, K (and hence L) to be independent 
of p when p < p. This implies two things: pi(p) of the standard filling 
is a continuous function of p for each j and pi(p) = p for j > L. Conse- 
quently all the quantities in (4.15) and (4.17) are continuous functions 
of p. Since the Q(P) are nonnegative, (4.17) states that the functions 




hk’(P) = gk + @k - ck) + c1 - r> c h 
L+l 
are continuous functions which converge to the same continuous function 
monotonically. By Dini’s theorem the convergence is uniform for 
0 < p < p. Hence, 
k-l 
hk(f) - yhk’(f) = (I - 7) gk + (I - d2 c sj + (I - d 6k 
L+l 
also converges uniformly. As 6, + 0 and as the sum &i si obviously 
converges uniformly to a continuous function, we conclude that g, -+g(p) 
uniformly. 
F. Multicomponent Systems 
Thus far we have established the limit and the convexity of the free 
energy/unit volume for a system composed of a single kind of charge- 
neutral multiplet of the various charged particles. This meant dealing 
with the multiplet as though it were a single particle and no consideration 
had to be given to the internal constitution of that multiplet. 
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Here we wish to investigate the properties of the free energy/unit 
volume when the multiplet is treated as having variable but neutral 
constitution or, in other words, when the density is treated in its proper 
role as a vector quantity. Our goal is to show that the free energy/unit 
volume is convex in the vector density, that is, it is a convex function of S 
variables simultaneously. 
For tempered potentials, the extension to a vector density is trivial. 
For Coulomb systems the requirement of charge neutrality in the filling 
of each of the standard domains is a complicating feature because we are 
constrained to a hyperplane, and this interferes with our interpolation 
formula of subsection (C) for defining g for nonintegral particle numbers. 
To solve this problem we first show that the particle number vector can 
be expressed in terms of a finite number of neutral multiplets. We then 
establish the relevant theorems in terms of these multiplets and, finally, 
show that these results can be translated back into true particle densities, 
We should like to have a linear representation of the vectors N in 
terms of a spanning set of neutral multiplets and this possibility is given 
bY 
LEMMA 4.4. Let E = (e, ,..., e,) be an S-dimensional vector such that 
all ei are integers and they are not all of one sign. Let A be the space of 
S-dimensional vectors such that N = (Nl,..., Ns) E A zf and only if all Ni 
are nonnegative integers, and N * E = 0. Then there exists a$nite spanning 
set of vectors M, ,..., M, E A such that for each N E A there is a representa- 
tion N = xFz, aiMi with all a? nonnegative integers. Conversely, 
c& dMi E A when all oli are nonnegative integers. 
Proof. It is sufficient to consider the case where all ei # 0, because if, 
for example, e, = 0 take Mi = (I, O,..., 0) and deal with the remaining 
S - 1 dimensional space. Suppose e, ,..., e, > 0 and e,,, ,..., e, < 0 
with 0 < a < S. Define W+ = CTza+i 1 ej 1 > 0 and W- = c’& ej > 0. 
Let C C A be the set of vectors N such that Ni < IV+ for i = l,..., a and 
Ni < W- for i = a + I,..., S. C is clearly a finite set. For j ,< a and 
k > a let Vi, E A be the vector with components V& = [ e, /, Vj”k = ei 
and V& = 0 otherwise. Then we claim that the finite set C u {Vjl,} is a 
spanning set. Let N E A and N $ C and suppose, for example, that 
Nk>W~forsomek>a.Then~~N’ei=~~+,,Nijei~>je,/W~= 
/ ek / c; ei . Thus, for at least one 0 < j < a, Nj > 1 ek I. Hence, 
N - vjk E A. A finite number of repetitions of this process yields the 
desired result. The converse is trivial. 
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The conclusion to be drawn from Lemma 4.4 is that instead of 
considering particle numbers IV,..., Ns subject to the annoying restriction 
of neutrality N * E = 0, we may instead think in terms of multiplet 
numbers a = (al,..., &) subject to no restriction other than the usual one 
that all 01~ are nonnegative integers. Thus, in a domain fl, we may 
extend the functiong(N; fl) to 
(4.21) 
Each point in multiplet space corresponds to a unique point in particle 
number space. The fact that the converse is not true is a matter we shall 
deal with later in this section. 
We first direct our attention to obtaining a theorem on the existence 
and concavity of a limiting G function. To do so merely requires 
generalizing the foregoing theorems and lemmas to vector quantities 
(multiplet numbers and densities). Since the steps are simple and well 
known, we shall only outline them here, cf. Fisher (1964). 
1. Define the multiplet density vector (for a ball Bj) as 
Rj = (Vj’)-la and define G,(Rj) = gj(C~RjiMi). 
2. The critical density (for an infinitely large sphere) is no longer 
a single number but is a surface in the T-dimensional multiplet density 
space and this, in turn, corresponds to a surface in the (S - l)-dimen- 
sional particle density space of vectors e such that p * E = 0. The 
crucial point is that in either space the critical density surface bounds a 
convex set of vectors with nonnegative components. The critical surface 
will be denoted by Rc (resp. pC); 1 R 1 < R,. (resp. j P j < p,) will mean 
that R (resp. p) is inside the set. As before, one first introduces an 
interior surface R (resp. p) and then passes to the limit R -+ R, after 
continuity has been established from concavity plus boundedness. 
3. The function G(a; /l) is defined for nonintegral values of the & 
by simultaneous linear interpolation on each variable separately. Thus, 
for a vector A = CL + q with a integral and 0 < 7’ < I, we define 
where {u} is the set of vectors of the form ai = 0 or 1 for i = I,..., T and 
~~(0) = I - rli; vi(I) = #. With this definition, Lemma 4.3 immediately 
generalizes to functions of T variables. (The proof is obtained by first 
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applying Lemma 4.3 to a1 keeping 2,..., 01~ as fixed integers. Next, the 
lemma is applied to 2 with ~9, a3,..., G? fixed, and so on.) It should be 
pointed out that the linear interpolation of G does not induce any kind 
of unique interpolation of g as a function of N because a noninteger 
vector N corresponds to several vectors A. We shall return to this point 
in the sequel to Theorem 4.5. 
With the above outline we are led to the generalization of Theorems 4.3 
and 4.4 in multiplet space. 
THEOREM 4.5. Let {Rj) b e a sequence of multiplet density vectors such 
that limj,, Rj = R with 1 R / < R, . Then 
seque,(:!; lim 
pvx Gj(Rj) = G(R) exists and is independent of the particular 
(ii) G is continuous in the convex space / R / < R, and it is concave, 
i.e., G(XR’ + (1 - h)R”) > XG(R’) + (1 - h) G(R”) for all 0 < X < 1 
and all R’, R” with 1 R’ 1 < R, and / R” j < R,, ; 
(iii) G(0) = 0; 
(iv) If Rj = R for all j, the convergence in (i) is uniform on compact 
subsets of / R 1 < R, . 
COROLLARY. Let R and R’ be two multiplet density vectors such that 
i RiM,l = i R’iM,l for all 1 = I,..., S. 
i=l i=l 
Then G(R) = G(R’). 
Proof. Define integral multiplet numbers by aj = [Vj’R]* and 
aj’ = [Vj’R’], where [ ] denotes “integral part” and [ ]* denotes “next 
greater integral part.” Thus aj = Vj’R + aj and aj’ = Vj’R’ - oj’ 
where oj and oi’ are vectors with components in [0, 11. For any multiplet 
vector a there is a particle vector N = a * M (i.e., Nz = x: aiMi”). 
Thus, 
Nj = aj . M = Vj’R . M + oj . M = Vj’R’ . M + csj . M 
= aj’ . M + (oj + q’) . M = Nj’ + (CQ + oj’) . M. 
Define 
Rj E ( Vj’)-’ aj , Rj’ E ( Vj’)-1 aj’ 
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and 
R; = Rj’ + (V,‘)-’ (aj + cj’) . M. 
Thus, G,(RI) = fj(( Vi’)-lNj) = G,(R,). Since R; + R’ and Rj -+ R as 
j --f co we have 
G(R’) = heir G,(R;) = ;irr Gj(Rj) = G(R). 
Theorem 4.5 leads easily to our main theorem which is the generaliza- 
tion of Theorems 4.3 and 4.4. 
THEOREM 4.6. (i) Let {Nj} be a sequence of non-negative, integer 
valuedparticle number vectors satisfying N * E = 0 and let pi = ( Vj’)-lNj . 
If limj,, pi = p with 1 p 1 < pC then lim+, gj(pj) = g(p) exists independent 
of the particular sequence. Furthermore, g(p) is continuous and concave on 
the convex domain D = {p: 1 p 1 < p,} n {p: p * E = O}. 
(ii) Let K be a compact subset of D. Suppose that for each p E K we 
have a sequence {Ni(p)} and the corresponding sequence {pj(p)}, as in part (i), 
with the additional hypothesis that limj,, pj(p) = p uniformly in K. Then 
gi(pj(p>> --+ g(p) un@mlr on K. 
(iii) g(0) = 0. 
Proof of (i). F or each Nj we can choose a multiplet density 
Ri = (Vf’)-‘~j such that pj = Rj * M. We may assume that / pi / < pe 
and 1 Rj ) < R, . Let B = {R: R * M = p, ) R ) < R,). The set of 
points (R,}, together with B, obviously lie in a compact subset of R-space 
(even if R, = co). Hence, every subsequence of {Ri} has a convergent 
subsubsequence. Moreover, if R is the limit of any convergent sub- 
sequence of {Ri} then R E B since R * M = p. By Theorem 4.5 and its 
corollary, G(R) is a constant on B which we shall define to be g(p). 
Hence gj(pj) = G,(R,) --+ g(p). Th e continuity and concavity of G(R) 
imply the same properties for g(p). 
Proof of (ii). Let // 11 be th e uniform norm on K. Then 
II &(PdP>> - ,dP)ll < II dPj(P>> - dP)l/ + II &(PAPN - dP,(P>)ll. 
The first term goes to zero by the uniform continuity of g(.) on K. The 
second term is 1) Gj(Rj(p)) - G(Rj(p))jj. This also goes to zero by part (iv) 
of Theorem 4.5 because we can always choose (Ri(p): p E K, j = 0, I,...} 
to lie in a compact subset K’ of ] R ] < R, . 
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V. THERMODYNAMIC LIMIT FOR NEUTRAL SYSTEMS 
IN GENERAL DOMAINS 
In Section IV we established the existence and convexity of the 
thermodynamic limit of the free energy for a particular sequence of balls 
{Bj} with radii Rj g’ iven by (4.1). In this section we shall show that the 
same limit g(p) is attained for a general sequence of domains tending 
to infinity in a reasonable way. The proof follows closely that given in 
Fisher (1964, Section 9), and we shall stress here only the modifications 
necessitated by the Coulomb potential. 
The following are conditions on a sequence of domains in W: 
A. A sequence of domains {Aj> tends to in.nity in the sense of 
Vun. Hove if V(n,) + co and V(h; Aj)/V(Aj) -+ 0 as j -+ 00 for each 
fixed h. (For definitions see (3.1)). Th is is condition D of Fisher (1964). 
B. A sequence of domains {/lj> satisfies the ball condition if there 
exists a 6 > 0 such that 
wwy/‘(Bj) 3 6, (5.1) 
where Bj is the ball of smallest radius containing L’$ . 
C. A sequence of domains {Aj} tends to injkity in the sense of 
Fisher if v(/l,) -+ co and if there exists a continuous function n: W ---f W, 
with z-(O) = 0 such that 
(54 
for all a and all j. This is condition D* of Fisher (1964). 
Obviously, condition C implies A. It also implies condition B if each /Ij 
is connected, as shown in Appendix A. On the other hand, neither 
condition A nor B implies the other, nor do conditions A and B together 
imply C. 
DEFINITION. A regular sequence of domains (Ai} in W is one satisfying 
conditions A and B if only strongly tempered potentials (in addition to 
the Coulomb potential) are present. If weakly tempered potentials are 
also present then the stronger condition C must be satisfied. 
Clearly, our standard sequence of balls is always regular. 
The only departure from Fisher’s (1964) conditions is the replacement 
of his E by our B. Condition B is a bit more restrictive than Fisher’s 
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condition E which requires only that V(/I,)/V(rrj) > 6 where flj is 
any parallelepiped, not necessarily a cube, containing flj . Thus, the 
example given by Fisher of a sequence of parallelepipeds /lj in which 
the length of the first edge increases at a rate j while the other edges 
increase asj2 would satisfy Fisher’s E but not our B. It is not clear to us 
at present whether this is just a technical flaw in our method or whether 
the intrinsic long range nature of the Coulomb potential would prevent 
the approach to the thermodynamic limit for such a “cigar shaped” 
domain, even when only strongly tempered potentials are present in 
addition to the Coulomb potential. 
We turn now to the generalization of Theorem 4.6 to regular sequences 
of domains. 
THEOREM 5.1. Let {Aj> b e a regular sequence of domains. Let {NJ be 
a sequence of nonnegative, integer valued particle number vectors satisfying 
the neutrality condition, Nj * E = 0, and let pi = V(A,)-‘Nj . If 
limi,, pi = p, with ) p / < pC then limj,, g(+; Ai) = g(p) exists and is 
independent of the sequence. In particular, g(p) is the same as that for the 
standard sequence of balls. Furthermore, on any compact subset of ) p / < pC , 
the convergence of g( p; Ai) to g(p) is unzform. 
Proof. We shall give the proof for strongly tempered potentials and 
refer the reader to Fisher (1964, Section 9) for the general case. The 
strongly tempered potential case illustrates the modifications necessitated 
by the presence of the Coulomb potential. 
Preliminary Remarks. The discussion of multicomponent systems 
at the end of Section IV is clearly applicable to general domains because 
the geometry of balls was not used there. It suffices, therefore, to prove 
the theorem for G(R,; cli), which is just g(pj; cli) expressed in terms of 
multiplet densities instead of particle densities (which means that we 
must consider R, instead of pJ. We remind the reader that R = V(flj)-ra, 
where 01 is the multiplet vector. Likewise, the function G(R; cli) is 
defined by dividing In 2 by the true volume V(Ai). However, for the 
standard balls {B,} used in the proof, our convention of Section IV uses 
V,’ > V, = V(B,) both for the density and the normalization of 
G,(R). We shall denote V,‘/V, by X~ . Clearly, xk 4 1 as k f CO. 
As before, we define G(R; flj) f or all R by linear interpolation. Since 
the limiting function G(R) for balls is continuous, it is clearly sufficient 
to prove the theorem (which includes the uniformity of the limit) when 
Ri = R, independent of j. We denote the compact subset in the last 
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line of the theorem by C and note that for sufficiently small A > 0, 
c, = (1 + d)C is also a compact subset of ( R 1 < Ii,. The proof 
consists of two parts: (a) given any E > 0 we find a lower bound of the 
form G(R; flj) > G(R) - E when j >, J for all R E C and some J; 
(b) we find an upper bound of the form G(R; Aj) < G(R) + E when 
j > J for all R E C The dependence of J on E in parts (a) and (b) need 
not be the same. 
Finally, we introduce a sequence of open cubes (TIC) whose volumes 
are the same as those of the {Bk}. 
(a) Lower bound. Consider a maximal packing of /lj by ni,< 
cubes r, . Each cube, in turn, is packed in the standard manner with 
balls of type B,-, ,..., B,-, for some m, 0 < m < Fz. By Lemma 4.1, the 
distance between every pair of balls is at least 2r, . Hence, if the multiplets 
are constrained to lie in these balls, the inter-ball, strongly tempered 
interaction is nonpositive and we obtain 
G(R; Ai) 3 (1 - l;j,) xk 5 f&i(% 
i=l 
(5.3) 
where GkWi refers to the standard balls, fi = ~-ly-~ as in Section III, 
cjh: = 1 - njkVJV(Aj), 0 < {jk < 1, and 
R = fi~k(l - <j,) ffi = x,(1 - %jk)(l - Y”“@. 
1 
From the properties of the G,(R) and its limit G(R) we can 
1. Find a constant G such that 1 G(R)/ < G for R E CA; 
2. Find an integer M such that j G,(R) - G(R)1 < c/5 when 
n > MandREC,; 
3. Find a A’, with 0 < A’ < d, such that 
1 G[(l + a)R] - G(R)1 < + 
whenRECandja/ GO’; 
4. Find an integer, M’, such that [l - (1 - y”)“]G < c/5 and 
(1 - r”)-” < 1 + A’ when m > M’. 
5. Find an integer, M”, such that (~&l 3 1 - A’, x,~ < 2, and 
(x,, - 1) G < ~15 when m >, M”. 
Now, in (5.3) set m = max(M, M’, M”) and let R = 2m. By condition A, 
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tk+O as j-+ co. Hence, there exists a J such that, for j > J, 
(1 - cjkp2 < I*+ A’ and [I - (1 - &,.)“] G 6 e/5. Under these 
circumstances, R = (1 + a)R with 1 a 1 < d’. Rewriting (5.3) as 
G(R; 4) 3 (1 - 5jd xg f fiW--i(fi) - G@)I + PC@ - G(R)1 + WW, 
i=l 
we obtain G(R; /lj) > x,(1 - ym)(l - &J G(R) - 4~/5 and then 
G(R; (lj) - G(R) > --E. 
(b) Upper bound. We define integers K(j) such that BKtj) is the 
smallest standard ball containing Ai . By considering llj as a subdomain 
in a packing of BKcJ) , we can obtain an upper bound on G(R; /li) from 
a lower bound on G&R’) for some appropriate R’. To this end, 
consider a maximal packing of BKci,\Aj by ni, cubes r, and pack these, 
in turn, in the standard manner with balls of type B,-, ,..., B,-, with 
O<m<k. 
If multiplets are constrained to be only in dj and in the balls of type 
B k-l ,‘**> B k-m 7 we can use the fact (cf. end of Section II) that the 
Coulomb interaction between a set of disjoint, spherically symmetric 
charge distributions and one arbitrary, disjoint charge distribution 
(here that in /lj) vanishes when the net charge in each ball of the set is 
zero. Moreover, by Lemma 4.1, every ball is at least a distance Y,, from flj 
and 2r, from any other ball, thus making the interdomain strongly 
tempered interaction nonpositive. We can also arrange matters so that the 
density in BKcj) and in the smaller balls is the same, namely, R’. Thus, 
G,,,,(K) B WjG(R; flj) + Wjkx, t fiG,-i(W 
i=l 
(5.4) 
where lVj = V(A,)/ Vj&, < 1, R$;c = ?.$~,#&j) < I) and 
R’ = WjR + Wj!k( 1 - y”) xlcR’ = Wj[l - Wikx, + ymxk Wj!k]-l R. 
Let Bi be the (nonstandard) ball referred to in condition B, so that 
BK(j)--l C Bj C BKcj, , Hence, 
wj = [v(fl,,/V(B,,I[~(‘(Bj,/V~,,,l 2 k (5.5) 
where s is a positive constant (approximately (I + P)-~ when K(j) is 
large) which can be chosen independent of j. Also, by condition A, 
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Wj + Wjlk --f 1 as j + 00 with k fixed, but for every j and h, 
wj + w$ < 1. 
As in part (a), we choose k = 2m and let m be fixed, but sufficiently 
large. The crucial observation is that (5.5) tells us that II$JWj is 
bounded above by (~6)~~ independent of j and k. This, in turn, tells us 
that (1 - Wj’lc)/Wi --t 1 for k fixed and j -+ co. With the help of these 
facts, the proof is the same as in part (a). 
VI. SYSTEMS WITH NET CHARGE 
In the last two sections we showed that a sequence of systems of 
charged particles has a thermodynamic limit when the finite systems in 
the sequence have no net charge, that is, Nj * E = 0. The free energy 
density in this limit -g(p), is independent of the shape of the domains flj 
and depends only on the limit of the particle density vector Ni/v(((lj). The 
above proof fails if there is any charge imbalance, no matter how small, 
in the sequence of particle numbers {Nj). 
It is intuitively clear that this condition of strict charge neutrality, 
Ni * E = 0, is unnecessarily restrictive. We expect that a “small” 
amount of uncompensated charge will have no effect on the free energy 
density in the thermodynamic limit while a “large” amount of uncom- 
pensated charge will lead to a divergent free energy density in that limit. 
The dividing line between “small” and “large” should be when the 
excess charge Qj, in a domain /lj , increases in proportion to the “surface 
area” of Aj as j ---f co. In this case we expect the thermodynamic limit 
of the free energy density to exist but that its value depends also on the 
limiting shape of the domains Aj . 
These expectations come from macroscopic electrostatic theory 
(Kellog, 1929), which shows that the lowest energy configuration for any 
net charge Q confined to a domain A is obtained when Q is concentrated 
at the boundary of fl. This configuration of the charge is described in 
electrostatics by a two-dimensional charge density a(x), x G Sn , where 
S, is the surface of (1. (We shall only consider three-dimensional 
systems here, that is rlj C R3). This surface charge density will be such as 
to make the electrostatic potential constant in the interior of II, i.e., there 
will be no electric field in fl. The electrostatic energy of this surface 
layer is equal to &Q2/C(d) w h ere C(A) is the capacitance of A. 
For “reasonable” domain shapes, C(A) is proportional to [V(A)]1’3 
and the electrostatic energy per unit volume will thus be proportional 
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to [Q/V”/“]“, the square of the “average surface charge density”. Hence 
for a sequence of domains {Aj} with volumes Vj and capacitances Cj each 
containing a net charge Qj , such that, as j + CO, Vj + co, C,/Vj”” + c 
and Qj/ Vj213 --t u, the minimum electrostatic energy per unit volume, ~;j , 
will also approach a limit: 
e = lim Z. = 1$/c 
j-E 
J 2 . (6.1) 
Note that (6.1) f re ers solely to the macroscopic electrostatic energy per 
unit volume of the charge Q in the domain /1 or on the surface S, . 
We shall now prove a theorem which shows that in the thermodynamic 
limit the difference between the free energy densities of a neutral 
system, obtained in Sections IV and V, and of a system containing some 
extra charged particles is given precisely by (6.1). 
For technical reasons the theorem will be proved only for a sequence of 
domains whose shapes approach ellipsoids in the sense defined below. 
This is more restrictive than is desirable or (probably) necessary as will 
be clear from the derivation of the theorem. 
DEFINITION. Let E be an open ellipsoid of unit volume and capacity 
cE . A sequence of domains {llj>, j = 1, 2 ,... will be called asymptotically 
similar to E if V(nj) ---f co and if there exist ellipsoids (Ej’) and {Eli’> 
similar to E such that Ej’ C Aj C ET and V(E(il)/V(Ej’) -+ 1 as j + CO. 
The capacity of /lj will clearly lie between the capacities of Ei’ and Ey. 
These latter capacities are cE[ V(Ej’)]1’3 and cE[ V(E(i’)]l13 respectively. 
THEOREM 6.1. Let {flj} b e a sequence of domains asymptotically 
similar to an ellipsoid E, and let {N,}, and (nj} be sequences of integer 
particle number vectors such that NY . E = 0, nj * E = Qj and 
!iII Qj[ v(nj)]-“‘” = (5. 
Then, 
Proof (Preliminary remarks). (i) Since Ej’ C Aj C E(i , it follows 
from our basic inequality that Z(Ni + nj; E;) > Z(Nj + nj; llj) >, 
Z(Nj + nj; Ej’). M oreover, since V(E(,‘)/V(Ej’) -+ 1 as j -+ 03 it is 
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sufficient to prove the theorem for a sequence of ellipsoids (Ej> similar to 
E, whose volumes are the same as that of the (flj}. With each Ej we 
associate a pair of concentric ellipsoids, Ej- and Ej+ homothetic to Ej 
such that Ej- C Ej C Ej+ and V(Ej+)/V(Ej-) -+ 1 as j + 130. The 
volumes and capacities of Ej-, Ej , and Ej+ will be denoted by (Lj-)3, Lj3, 
(L,+)” and C,-, Cj , C,+, respectively. Clearly Cj* = c,Lj21 and Cj = c,Lj . 
The interiors of the ellipsoidal shells Ej+\Ej and Ej\Ej- will be called 
Dj+ and D,-, respectively. 
(ii) A sequence of domains asymptotically similar to E is also 
a regular sequence satisfying condition C of Section V. 
(iii) The reason for the introduction of ellipsoidal domains is 
their well-known electrostatic property (Kellog, 1929), that a uniform 
three-dimensional charge density 7 in an ellipsoidal shell such as Dj+ 
(defined above) has a self-energy ~~“V(Dj+)‘/Cj’ and produces a constant 
potential 7V(Dj+)/Cj in the interior of Ej , with CELj < ~j < Cj’ < cELjf. 
This fact will enable us to obtain bounds on the partition functions for the 
domains Ej in a simple manner. Identical methods would work also for 
any other sequence of domains for which there are shell domains 
surrounding each flj with the above mentioned properties of the 
shells Dj . 
(iv) We shall assume that the particles interact only with strongly 
tempered potentials in addition to the Coulomb potential. 
(v) The proof of Theorem 6.1 will proceed by establishing bounds 
on the free energies of these systems. For this we shall need the free 
energies of two kinds of neutral systems: The first kind consists of Nj 
particles in Ej-; the second kind is a system in Ej+ which contains 
an additional species of particles so that it has altogether S + 1 species. 
The new specie, which, following Aristotle, we shall call hyle will be 
Iabeled by the index zero. Its charge e, will be -+- 1 (in units in which all 
ei , i = I,..., S, are integers). The sign of e, will be chosen as the opposite 
to the sign (which we shall take to be independent of j) of the excess 
charge Qj , that is e,Qj < 0. The new neutral system will have an S + 1 
component particle number vector 
Nj + nj + njo = (njo, Njl + njl,..., Njs + njs) with njO = 1 Qj /, 
njo e, = -Qj so that the system is overall neutral. The hyle particles 
will only have Coulomb interactions and will be one component fermions 
in order to comply with the Dyson-Lenard theorem. 
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A. Lower Bound on the Partition Functions of Charged Ellipsoids 
As in part (a) of Theorem 5.1 we consider a packing of Ei- with 
balls and we distribute the Ni particles, Nj * E = 0, among the balls 
such that each ball is neutral and call the resulting partition function 
Z(Ni; B(Ej-)). Th e remaining nj particles we place in Di-. It then 
follows from our basic inequality that 
Z(N, + nj ; Ej) > Z(Nj ; B(E,-)) Z(nj ; Q-), (6.2) 
since each ball is neutral and the separation between the particles in 
B(E,-) and those in Dj- is at least rO. Taking the logarithm of (6.2) 
and dividing by V(Ei) yields, as in Section V, 
liy+&f{g([Nj + nJV(Q &) - [V(E,)]-’ In Z(n, ; Dj-)] >, g(p). (6.3) 
Let nj = & nji be the total number of particles which contribute 
to the excess charge and label the coordinates and charges of these 
particles by x1 ,..., x,, and q1 ,..., qn, , respectively. The Hamiltonian 
of these nj particles in the domain Dj- will be written in the symbolic 
form H’(nj) + U(nj), h w ere H’(nj) contains the kinetic energy and the 
strongly tempered interaction and U(nj) is the Coulomb interaction. 
To obtain a lower bound on Z(nj;Dj-) we use the inequality (2.19) 
In z(n, ; W 3 -l/J i (lu, , [fW) + u(nJ] ye>, (6.4) 
a=1 
where {UJ, 01 = l,..., J is any properly symmetrized and normalized 
set of functions of the nj particle coordinates and spins which vanishes 
unless xj E Dj- for i = I,..., ni. Preliminary to our choice of {Ye} 
we shall establish the following proposition. 
PROPOSITION 6.1. Let R3 be covered by cubes I’ of sides 2y = r,, + 2b, 
for some arbitrary but fixed b > 0, arranged in a cubic array. Let Mj~ be 
the number of cubes lying entirely inside Di* and let ni satisfy the hypothesis 
of Theorem 6.1. Then we can choose the ellipsoids Ej* in such a way that 
Jfj*(2Y)3/ Jm*> -+ 1 and Mj&lnj -+ CO as]’ -+ CO. 
Proof. By Lemma 3.1 (2y)3Mj*/V(D,*)+ 1 whenever 1 Li-Lj* [ -+ ~0. 
Hence, whenever nj/Lj3 --t 0 as in Theorem 6.1 we can choose the Li* 
in such a way that ( Lj - Lj* ( + CO, jLj-LL,*[jlL,-o and 
V(Dj*)/nj -+ 00. For example, we can choose 1 Lj - Lj* [/Li - [nj/Lj3]’ 
with 0 < y < *. 
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Remark. We shall assume from now on that we begin our sequence 
with sufficiently large domains for Mj* to be larger than nj and 1 Qi /. 
We are now ready to choose {YE}. Let y(r) be a C” normalized 
function of r = ( r 1 vanishing for r > b. Let {X,}, E = l,..., Mj- be the 
center of the cubes (r,} C Dj-. From these Mj- cubes we now choose a 
subset of nj cubes {Fe.}, i = l,..., nj , and define Yu(x, ,..., x,~) to be the 
appropriately symmethxed product, ny:r y(xi - XRi). The number of 
different configurations 01 is clearly equal to 
(hiy)!/[(lu- - n,)! ,s! nji!] EE J. 
Using this set {YE} in (6.4) it is readily verified that 
(ly, 3 H’(nj) yra) G Knj 3 (6.5) 
with K a constant independent ofj or 01. Owing to the spherical symmetry 
of ~(x - X,) about X, the expectation value of the Coulomb interaction 
for the wavefunction ul, will be 
(YE ) U(n,) Y,) = 4 2 2 q&t I xai - x,, I-1. (6.6) 
i=lZ=l 
l#i 
When doing the sum in (6.4) of the right hand side of (6.6) over 
different configurations 01, a: = l,..., J, a particular interaction term such 
as e,e,tI X1 - X, j-l, V, V’ = l,..., S, will occur 
(Mj- - 2)! [(Mj- - nj)! (igv, a;!) (nj” - l)! (ny- l)!]-l times for Y # v’ 
and 
(III- - 2)!/[(M,- - n,)! (jj n+!) (njy - 2)!] times for v  = v’. 
i#V 
Hence 




G @jl[Mj-(Mj- - l)]-’ 1 c 1 x, - XI, j-1. (6.7) 
Ll k=l 
kfl 
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The extreme right hand side of (6.7) corresponds to the interaction 
energy of Mj- equal charges of magnitude 4j = Q~[~j-(~~- - l)]-“” 
which are located at the centers of the Mi- cubes packed in Dj-. As 
j --+ co and qj -+ 0, the sum in this term will go over into an integral. 
This becomes apparent when we make a scale transformation of 
W: x -+ xLj . This transformation takes Ej into the unit ellipsoid E 
and Dj- + Dj’ where Di’ is an ellipsoidal shell inside E of volume 
V(D,‘) = V(Dj-)Ly3. Th e right side of (6.7) divided by V(Ej) now 
becomes 
$[Q.y v(Ep][ v(Dj-y/Mj-(Mj- - 1)(2y)6] 
M,- Mj- 
x [v(Djy c c 1 YJ -Y, I-ln,e/. (6.8) 
Z=l 124 
k#Z 
The sum in the last bracket is over all cubical cells of volume 
A, 3 (2Y)3/Li arranged in a cubic lattice, which are packed in the 
domain Dj’. As j -+ co the last bracket approaches an integral which, 
by Remark (iii) after Theorem 6.1, is the self-energy &c;’ of a unit charge 
distributed on the surface of E in such a way as to make the electrostatic 
potential in the interior of E equal to c;‘. Also Qj2[V(Ei)]-4/3 + o2 and, 
by Proposition 6.1, the second bracket [ ] in (6.8) --f 1. Combining 
Eqs. (6.3)-(6.8) yields 
B. Upper Bound on the Partition Functions of Charged Ellipsoids 
Let Z(Nj + nj + nio; E,+) be the partition function of a system in the 
domain Ej+ having S + 1 species with njo = / Qj ] hyle particles of 
charge e, = -Qj/l Qj 1, as in Remark (iv) after Theorem 6.1. The masses 
m, of the hyle particles may be chosen arbitrarily positive. 
Applying the inequality (2.23) after adding Wj = C$r wj(a$ (to be 
defined presently) to the Hamiltonian of the hyle particles and sub- 
tracting it from the interdomain interaction, we obtain 
Z(Nj + nj + njo; I$+) > Z(N + nj ; Ej) Z(n,O; Dj+ : Wj). (6.10) 
Here Z(njo; Dj+ : Wj ) is the partition function of njo particles of species 
zero whose Hamiltonian consists of a kinetic energy term T(njo), a 
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Coulomb pair interaction term U(njo), and an external one-body electro- 
staticpotential wj(xi), i = l,..., njo, produced by the (canonical ensemble) 
average charge density of the Nj + nj particles in Ej which we shall 
denote by Q(X; Nj + nj , Ej). Obviously, JEj Q(X; Nj + nj , Ej) dx = ,Oj . 
The electrostatic potential is 
z+(x) = e, dx’ q(x’ : Nj + ni , I$) j x’ - x j-l, x E Dj+. (6.1 I) 
Ej 
Taking logarithms in (6.10) and dividing by V(Ej) gives the upper bound 
liy+yyp{g([N, + nj]jP(Ej); Ej) + [If(Ei In Z(TQ’; Dj’ : I+‘,)> < g(p). (6.12) 
To obtain a lower bound on Z(njo; Dj+ : Wj) we shall again use the 
inequality (2.19) 
In Z(njo; Dj+ : Wj) 3 -J-l i (lu, , [T(njo) + U(njo) + Wj] Y&I,). (6.13) 
a=1 
The expectation value of the potential energy term Wj in (6.13) will 
have the form 
(U-I, 1 w,ycxu,> = i, .+ dx 44 Q&G nj”, Q’), , (6.14) 
with 
q&c %“, Dj+) = nj” iD.+ I ‘J’cx(x, x2 ,..., xnjo)12dx2 ... dxnj, 
I 
and 
s Dj+ qa(x; njo, Dj+) dx = -Qj . 
The wavefunctions {VU> of the coordinates of the hyle particles will 
be of the same form as the corresponding functions in part (a) above. 
That is Y, will be a normalized antisymmetric product of one-particle 
functions ~(x - Xoij), i = I,..., njo with the Xtil E Dj+ lying on the 
vertices of a cubic lattice of spacing 2y such that the distance between 
(Xei> and the boundary of Dj+ is at least y. (Since the hyle particles 
interact only via the Coulomb potential, we are free to choose y = b in 
Proposition 6.1.) The {X,.} will again be chosen as all possible subsets 
of a larger set of points {X’J, I = I,..., n/l, , which lie on the vertices of a 
6071913-7 
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cubic lattice defined in Proposition 6.1. (The ratio Mj/Mj+ will be shown 
to approach unity as j + CO and hence we can choose our domains such 
that Mi >, njo for all j.) While in part (a) we could choose the points 
{X,} simply as the centers of all cubes r lying entirely in Dj- and did not 
have to specify the orientation or origin of the cubic lattice, we shall have 
to make our choices more carefully now as will be described presently. 
The basic construction is, however, the same as in (a) so that we find, in 
analogy with Eqs. (6.6) and (6.7), that 
(ul, 7 T(njo) ye) < Knj", (6.15) 
and 
fl, ) + wjl vl,) ,< ;sQji2CJqMj - 111-l c 1 I Xl - x, 1-l .’ 
a=1 L=l k=l 
k#l 
+ njyfQy 7 w(X,). (6.16) 
Z=l 
The right side of (6.16) is ( except for the trivial difference between Mi 
and Mj - 1 in the denominator of the first term) the total electrostatic 
energy of Mj particles, each having a charge qjil = Qi/Mi , which are 
located at the positions {Xi}, X, E Dj +, forming part of a cubic lattice. 
This energy is the sum of the self-energy of these charges and of their 
external energy in the electrostatic potential produced by the charge 
density q(x; Nj + nj , Ej) in Ej . 
To obtain an upper bound on the right side of (6.16) we shall now 
prove a lemma which will show that we can choose the cubes (r,} and the 
corresponding X,, I = I,..., Mj , in such a way as to make the external 
energy term in (6.16) less than -Qj’[c,Li+]-l. The self-energy term will 
be estimated in the same way as in (a), leading finally to an upper bound 
on the free energy density of the charged system identical to the lower 
bound in (6.9). 
DEFINITION. Let Dj C Dj+ be an ellipsoidal shell which is homothetic 
and concentric with Dj+ and which is constructed in such a way that the 
minimum distance between a point in Di and the boundary of Dj+ is 
equal to y, where 2y is the side of a cube I’ defined in Proposition 6.1. 
LEMMA 6.1. It is possible to jkzd Mj points, X, ,..., XMj E Dj which 
lie on the vertices of a cubic lattice of size 2y such that 
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(9 (Mj>-l Cf”=ll Wj(Xd d -[i Qj licj+l v/(Dj)/[Mj(2Y)31 
(ii) lim+, ~(Dj)/[Mj(2Y)3] = 1. 
Proof. Let V(Di)/cj be the constant electrostatic potential (see 
Remark (ii) after Theorem 6.1) produced in Ej by a uniform unit charge 
density in Dj , cj < Cj+. The interaction energy Ij of such a unit charge 




zq(x) dx = - V(DJ 1 Q 1 [tj]-l. 
D, 
(6.17) 
Let {Rj} denote the vertices of the lattice of Proposition 6.1 and let 
We’ = We for x E Dj , and wj’(x) = 0 otherwise. Consider now all 
translations of this lattice by 5, 5 E r. The integral in (6.17) can than be 
written in the form JT z:i wj’(S + RJ dg. There must therefore be some 
value of 5 for which [Ci wi(S + R,)](~Y)~ < - V(Dj)l Qj / [Cj]-l, where 
the sum on i is over all vertices 5 + Ri E Dj . Calling the number of such 
vertices Mi and identifying g + Ri with Xi proves part (i) of Lemma 6.1. 
Using the choice of Lj* given in Proposition 6.1, the proof of (ii) is 
trivial. 
The wavefunctions {YJ will now be as in part (a), i.e., antisymmetrized 
products of v(xi - X,) with the {X,}, 1 = I,..., Mj , as in Lemma 6.1. 
The support of the Ya(xi ,..., x,,~) will lie entirely in Dj+ since the points 
{XJ are at least a distance y (which is here the same as b in Proposition 6.1) 
from the boundary of Dj+. (This was the reason for defining Dj in the 
first place and is clearly a minor point which could have been handled in 
various ways.) Combining Eqs. (6.13)-(6.16) gives the bound 
Mj Mj 
--In Z(njo; Dj+ : Wj) < &Qj2[Mj(Mj - 1)1-l c c 1 X, - X, 1-l 
L=l I;=1 
k#l 
- [Qj"/Cj+l [v(Dj)!MA2Y)31 + Knjo. (6.18) 
AS j + CO the sum in the first term on the right side of (6.18) goes 
over into an integral as in part (a) so that (6.12) gives the upper bound 
li~+~upg@$ + nJv(Q; 4) < g(p) - WicE . (6.19) 
Combining (6.19) with (6.9) proves Theorem 6.1. 
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Remark. When limi,, j Qj 1 I’(/lj)-2/3 + ‘x), and (flj} is any regular 
sequence of domains, not just ellipsoidal domains, then the free energy 
per unit volume approaches GO as j -+ CO, cf. Lemma 7.3. 
VII. GRAND CANONICAL ENSEMBLE 
The grand canonical partition function for a system of S species in a 
domain Aj with chemical potentials pi , i = I,..., S, is defined as 
s(i.~; flj) = f ... f exp[p . N] Z(N; /lj), 
N1=O Ns=O 
(7-l) 
where P = (pr ,..., I*~), and we have set /3 = 1. The grand canonical 
pressure is defined as 
27x( p; A,) = V(Ll,)-l In 5( TV.; Aj). (7.2) 
We also define the neutral grand canonical partition function E’ by 
restricting the summations in the right side of (7.1) to neutral systems for 
which N * E = 0. The function E’ will clearly depend only on 
that part of the vector or. which is perpendicular to E, i.e., on 
or’= IJ- (wE)E/(E .E), and will thus be a function of only S - 1 
independent variables, 




7r’( p; Aj) = n’( p’ : Aj) = V(A?)-l In r( p’; cli) (7.4) 
is the neutral grand canonical pressure. 
As in Section VI, we shall confine our attention here to domains 
Aj c FP. 
Remark. It is well known that if p > 0, the grand canonical partition 
function of an ideal Bose gas EO+(p; nj) (the superscript indicating Bose 
statistics) is infinite for large j (Bose-Einstein condensation). One can 
prove (Ruelle, 1963) that if the particles interact with a tempered 
superstable potential then ZY(p; Ai) and z-(p) = limj,, n(p; Aj) do exist 
for all p and all statistics. For bosons with a tempered potential which 
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is only stable, S(p) will be bounded only for small values of p (depending 
on B), i.e., P <f(B). 
For Coulomb systems to be N-stable the Dyson-Lenard theorem 
requires that all negative (or positive) charges be fermions so that all 
charged bosons have charges of the same sign. We shall show that, 
for charged systems satisfying this requirement, the strength with which 
the Coulomb potential inhibits deviations from charge neutrallty 
prevents the ideal gas type of Bose-Einstein condensation. Large 
numbers of bosons must be accompanied by large numbers of fermions 
and this is energetically unfavorable at all values of p. Thus if the only 
bosons present are charged ones, then limj2, v(~.A; Aj) exists for all values 
of the {pi}, (-co < pi < co, i = I ,..., S). If, however, our system 
contains some species of neutral bosons, then the corresponding pi’s 
will have to be appropriately small (unless the tempered potentials 
involving these uncharged particles satisfy some super-stability condi- 
tion). Since the part of the proof which involves the uncharged 
components does not differ from the standard one we shall assume from 
now on that all the species are charged with e, ,..., e, > 0 and 
e a+1 Y..., es < 0, and that species a + 1 ,..., S are fermions while some 
or all of species l,..., a may be bosons. 
We shall now state the main theorem of this section. 
THEOREM 7.1. For any regular sequence of domains (~$1, T(P) = 
Iim. ,‘” V$P; Aj) = limj,, Z-‘(p’; Aj) = T’(P’) exists and is related to the 
Helmholtx free energy density by 
(7.5) 
the supremum being taken only over values of e for which p . E = 0. 
Proof. The proof we shall give that limj,, rr’(p’; Aj) exists and is 
given by (7.5) is analogous to Fisher’s (1964) proof of a similar result for 
one component systems interacting only with tempered potentials, with 
the additional result that the pi are arbitrary even if some of the compo- 
nents are bosons. The new element entering Theorem 7.1 is the equality 
of n(t.~; Ai) and ~‘(JA’; Ai) in the thermodynamic limit. This means, in 
essence, that the terms in the grand partition function for which 
N . E # 0 do not contribute to the pressure in this limit and hence 
limj,, rr(y; Ai) depends only on S - 1 variables. Now since VT(P; J.) 3 
n’(t~‘; A,), the proof will involve showing that the sum of those terms in 
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(7.1) for which N * E # 0 do not contribute too much, i.e., n(~; Ai) < 
“‘(F’; Aj) + aj with ai -+ 0 as j + co. The proof will be accomplished 
with the help of the following lemmas: 
LEMMA 7.1. Let M = (AP ,..., MS> be an integer particle number 
vector such that M * E = Q. It is then possible to decompose M into a 
“neutral” part N and a “charged” part n with M = N + n such that 
(i) N and n are both integer particle number vectors; (ii) N * E = 0 and 
n . E = Q; (iii) it is impossible to decompose n into a nonxero neutral part 
and a charged part; (iv) n = C& ni ,< XI Q 1 with h a constant inde- 
pendent of M. 
Proof. The decomposition of M can be carried out explicitly using 
Lemma (4.4) on the representation of any neutral vector N in the form 
CF=, oliMi where the ai are nonnegative integers and the Mi (not to be 
confused with A@) are neutral multiplet vectors. Given M, we first find 
the largest integer a+ such that M - ollM, is an integer particle number 
vector. Having chosen 01~ we then repeat this procedure and find the 
largest integer 01~ such that M - &M, - a2M, is an integer particle 
number vector. This decomposition clearly satisfies parts (i), (ii) and 
(iii) of the lemma. 
The proof of part (iv) of the lemma is similar to the proof of Lemma 4.4. 
Using units in which all the 1 e, ) are positive integers, we set 
W+= i IeJ>l, W_E&l, 
j=a+1 j=l 
q+ G i niei > i ni = n+, 
i=l i=l 
s s 




and consider, for definiteness, the case where Q is positive, so that 
Q = q+ - q- 3 1. It follows from the requirement that n does not 
contain any neutral part that if for some i, 0 < i < a, ni > W+t hen for 
all j, a < j < S, ni < W- . Hence if q+ 3 W-W+ (which implies that 
ni > W+ for some i < a), then q- < W-W+ , and vice versa. For 
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Q > 0, we also have that q- < w-W+ if q+ < W-W+. Thus for all 
values of Q 
n=n++n-<q++q-=Q+fq~<~~~+2w+w-. (7.8) 
Since for Q = 0, n = 0 and otherwise ( Q ) > 1 we have generally 
that n < (1 + 2WW+)] Q 1 = X/Q /. 
LEMMA 7.2. Let {Ai) be a regular sequence of domains with V(A,) = Vj 
and let K be a compact subset of {p: ( e 1 < pC}. Let or, be a Jixed chemical 
potential. Then there exists a sequence of numbers {ej> (depending on K and p), 
tending to zero as j + 00, such that 
A(N, n; nj) = p . nV;l +g(MI/;l; flJ -g(Nv;l; flJ < Ed, (7.9) 
wheneverMVT’EKandM = NfnasinLemma7.1. 
Proof, Let I$ be th e radius of the ball Bj referred to in (5.1) and let 
Bj+ be a ball concentric with Bj having a radius Rj+ = Rj + drier” 
with d > 0 a constant. The spherical shell Bj+\I?, will be denoted by 
Dj , the domain Aj u Dj by flj’, and we shall set Vi+ E V(D,), so that 
Vi’ GE V(A,‘) = vj + vj+. Clearly, {Ai’} is a sequence of regular 
domains with V,‘/Vj + 1 as j -+ co. At this point we again make use 
of the construction involving hyle particles introduced in Section VI. 
We consider a neutral system of N + n + no particles in (lj’ (with 
no = / Q ) the number of hyle particles). Since Dj is here a spherical 
shell, the charge distribution of the z” hyle particles in Di will be 
spherically symmetric and will produce a constant electrostatic potential 
-Q/R,‘, Rj < Rj’ < R,+, in /lj . Application of inequalities analogous 
to (6.10) readily yields 
A(N, n; Aj) < cr nv;* + (V,‘/ V?)g([N + n + n”]/V,‘; Aj’) - g(N/ V, ; A,) 
- Q”( VjRj+)~l - V;’ In Z(nO; DJ (7.10) 
,4n upper bound to (7.10) is now obtained by combining the following 
observations: 
(i) Let 
P = N/Vj/j, p” = (n + n”)/vj’, 
p’ = (N + n + no)/ Vj’ = (V,/ V,‘) p + p”, 
(7.11) 
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and consider p and p’ to be particle density vectors in UP+1 (with po = 0). 
By the condition of the lemma, both p and p’ will be in K’ where K’ 
is a compact subset of (5; 1 E, ) < pc , 5 E ilP+l}. K’ is the product of K 
and the interval nO/vj’ E [0, max, j Q / I’?‘]. The uniform convergence 
of the neutral g(p; Aj) to g(p) implies that 
I g(Pi Ai) - g(P)1 < Ej’, I g(p’; 4’) - .g(P’)l < Ej’, (7.12) 
where Ed’ ---f 0 as j -+ co and is independent of p and p’ for p and p’ in K’. 
(ii) By Theorem 5.1 g(p) is continuous in K’. Hence given any 
E > 0, there exists a 6 > 0 such that 
I g(P) - dP’)l ,< I; 
if I P - P’ I < 6, 
if I P - P’ I > 6, 
(7.13) 
with p and p’ in K’, x and 6 are constants and 6 + 0 as E --f 0. 
(iii) By part (iv) of L emma 7.1 p” < (A + 1) 1 Q I/ Vj’. Combining 
these remarks and remembering that [V,‘/ Vj - l] I ET -+ 0 as j -+ co, 
we readily see that for sufficiently large j, 
l(vj/vj’)g[(vj’/vj) P + P”; Aj’)l -&Pi Aj)l 
<fj 
c. + 26, if (A + 1) ) ,O l/Vj’ < 6, 
’ kj + 6 + x, if (~+1)/Ql/vj’>~, 
(7.14) 
with$+Oasj-+co. 
To obtain an upper bound on -V;’ In Z(nO; Dj) we again use the 
inequality (6.4) with the functions Y, constructed as in Section VI. 
We must, however, be careful with the choice of the size of the cubes 
2y, so that the number of cubes Mj in Dj satisfies the condition 
A!lj 3 no = / Q I. Now the volume of Dj grows as Rj”12. We shall 
therefore choose the length of the side of the cubes r, 2y, as 
y = min[y, , K,Rj”161 Q I-‘/“], with y. and K, constants chosen to insure 
thatMj > 1QI.S ince the kinetic energy of a particle in a ball of radius y 
is proportional to yp2 we find that 
< max[B 1 Q I, C I Q 15i3 Ry5i3] + iQ”R;‘(l + y,), (7.15) 
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where T(n,) is the kinetic energy operator and U is the Coulomb energy 
of the hyle particles, B and C are constants and yj ---f 0 as j -+ CO. The 
first term on the right side of (7.15) is a bound on the kinetic energy, 
while the factor ri in the second term represents the difference between 
the Riemann sum (cf. (6.8)) and the integral for the Coulomb self-energy. 
Finally we note that 
1 p. njV;l ) < X 1 p j j Q j Vi’, (7.16) 
where ] p j = zf=, j p( I. Substituting the bounds (7.14), (7.15) and 
(7.16) into (7.10) we obtain 
14(N, n; Aj) ,< cj + 1 Q / Vy’[B’ + C 1 Q 1213 I?;“‘“] 
- $Q’[VjRj]-’ [l - Yj - 2(&+ - IZj)/Rj+] 
i2’ if IQIV;l<S(X+l)-l, 
+ i2x if ( Q 1 VT’ > 6(h + 1)-r, 
(7.17) 
where B’ is again some constant. 
We now take j sufficiently large so that [l - yj - 2(R,+ - Rj)/Rj+] > 415 
and divide up the possible value of / Q 1 into two ranges: (a) 1 Q / \< Vj314, 
and (b) 1 Q / > Vf14. I n case (a), the second term in (7.17) vanishes as 
j -+ cg and 1 Q / V;l < 6(h + 1)-l for any E > 0. In case (b), the right 
side of (7.17) is negative for sufficiently large j; indeed this will be true 
if we replace the i in front of the Q”[ VjRj]-I term by i. Since E can be 
made arbitrarily small, this yields 
(7.18) 
where ej -+ 0 and is independent of N and n for (N + n) V;’ E K, which 
proves the lemma. 
LEMMA 7.3. Let {Aj> b e a regular sequence of domains as in Lemma 7.2. 
Then there exist some fixed, strictly positive constants c, k and CL independent 
of j such that 
s 
x exp /cVj + k ii1 Mi - aV;li3(M * S2/ (7.19) 
for j su..ciently large. 
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Proof. Using the same notation as in Lemmas 7.1 and 7.2, with 
M = N t n, we have 
Z(M; Aj) < Z(N + n + no; Aj’)[Z(n’; Dj)]-’ exp[-Q2/Rj+J 
< Z(N + n + no; A;) exp[k, / Q I - aV;1’3QzJ (7.20) 
with k, and ac some constants and we have used (7.15). Applying (2.13) 
yields 
Z(N + n + no; Aj’) 
,< exp [i (2i Mi + IQ I)B’] [ze Zo,dMi; A~!I]Zo,o(no; A’), 
with Z,,JkP; /li’) the ideal gas partition of the i-th species (with masses 
WQ’ = 2~2,) and .&(n”; /Ii’) the ideal gas partition function of the hyle 
particles (which are fermions). 
The ideal gas partition functions of N fermions or bosons with mass m 
in a domain /1 satisfy the following inequalities (Fisher, 1964; Ruelle, 
1969): 
Z&N; 4 ,< zo+w; 4, (7.21) 
Z,-(N; A) < P(N!)-1 [V(A)]N = Z,C’(N; A), (7.22) 
Z,+(N; A) < e-y1 - ty”‘“‘, for all 0, 0 < 0 < 1, (7.23) 
where the superscripts -, +, cl refer to fermions, bosons and classical 
particles, respectively, t = (2~~z~h~)~~~. Noting now that (i) 1 Q 1 < 
w Cf=, L’W where w = max(l es I: i = l,..., S}; (ii) (Vj’/Vj) < 6, 6 fixed; 
and (iii) that by assumption species a + I ,..., 5’ are fermions, proves the 
lemma. 
LEMMA 7.4. Let {Aj} be as in Lemma 7.2. Then there exists a positive 
number (density) q independent of j (but depending on p) such that the sum 
of all the terms in the grand partition function E(I.L; Ai), dejned in (7.1), 
for which max[M+ E & A@, M- z J$L1+, iI@] > 2qVi approaches 
zero as j 3 00, i.e., 
E( p; Aj : V) = C* exp[ p * M] Z(M; Aj) -+ 0 (7.24) 
as j -+ co fog v > 7 and the star indicates that the sum is taken only over 
those M’s which satisfy the inequality M+ > 2vV, OY M- > 2vVj . 
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Proof. For each v > 0, define 
E+(y; Aj : v) 5s cz exp[w . Ml z(M; 4, 
[Q+<Q-tvvj,Q..>vvjl 
(7.25) 




Qt = i Miei < wM+, 
i=l 
Q+ > M+, 
Q- s 2 Mi( ei ( < wM-, 
Q -  2 M-9 
<=a+1 
1 < / ei / < w = maxi ei 1, and 
Q=M.E=Q+-Q-. 




It follows from (7.27) that the number of terms in the sums in (7.25) 
and (7.26) with specified values of the iW, for i = a + 1 ,..., S, and of Q, 
is at most [Q+ + 11” < exp[aQ+]. Also, from (7.28), at least one Mi, 
for i = a + l,..., S in the sum in (7.25) satisfies the inequality 
Mi > vVj[w(S - a)]-‘. 
Using the upper bound (7.19) in (7.25) (ignoring the Coulomb term 
(M - E)2) yields 
x fi [(Mi!)-l Vj”‘] 
i=a+l 
G exp{k + (k + I P I 
+ 
x MT+1 ... ss ;=P [(k + 1 P I + a)(1 + 4 1 Mi] \ 
i=a+1 
[Q-&vi1 
x fi [(Mi!)pl Vyi]. (7.30) 
i=a+l 
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Since the sum in (7.30) is symmetric in the M’, i = a + l,..., S, we 
obtain an upper bound on the sum if we carry out an unrestricted sum on 
J/p+1 
,a--, MS-l (over all nonnegative integers), but require that 
MS > d$[w(S - u)]-’ and then multiply by (S - u). This yields, 
with b = b(l + w), 
X+(p; Aj : v) < exp([c + vb + (S - a - 1) es] Vj} 1’ (N-l [Vje”lN, (7.31) 
with b z k + j l.~ 1 + a. The last sum is over all integers 
N > VVj[W(S - a)]-‘. 
It has the upper bound 
[w(S - u)[exp(b + 1)] ~-l]vVj[~~‘(S-a)l~’ 
x lgo [v-lzu(S - a)[exp(d + I)] t+12, 
since N! > (N/e)N. S umming this series (for v sufficiently large) and 
substituting the result in (7.31) gives an upper bound of the form 
E+(p; flj : v) < (1 - KJv)-1 (K2/V)~.“~[W(S-a’l-‘, (7.32a) 
with K, , K, some constants independent ofj or v (but depending on p). 
Choosing v > K1 + Ks E q, the right side of (7.32) will approach 
zeroasjd co. 
To obtain an upper bound on (7.26), we again use (7.19), 
noting that for all the terms in the sum in (7.26), [Q, - Q-1” > 
[vV~]~ + [Q+ - Q- - vVjlz. Hence, 
B-(f.h; /lj : V) < {exp[--olGVj/3 + cV,]> 
x ise+l [(W!)-l Vy’] ( {exp[--olV;li3N211 
= exp{--oLv2Vf/3 + V,(c + [S - u] exp[(l + w)b])} 
x f exp[bN - LxV;I/~N~], 
N=O 
(7.32b) 
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where we have set N = Q+ - Q- - vVj , and have performed the 
summation over A@, i = I,..., a, for each N. Due to the Vj5’” term in the 
exponent the right side of (7.32) will clearly approach zero as j + CO 
proving the lemma. 
LEMMA 7.5. With {Aj} as before and for j large enough 
&+4j) < qp; Aj) < 2&L;A,), (7.33) 
where 
8(p.; AJ = c’ ... 1’ exp[y . M] Z(M; AJ = exp[V$(p; Aj)]. (7.34) 
M1 MS 
The prime on the summation indicates that the sum is restricted to values of 
M for which M+ < 27 Vi and M- < 273 Vi . 
Proof. The first inequality is obvious and the second follows from 
Lemma 7.4 and the observation that Z(0; Aj) = 1. 
It is clearly sufficient to deal from now on with $(t.~; Ai). Note that the 
sum in (7.34) contains no more than (1 + 2vVj)S terms. In particular, 
therefore, for all terms in (7.34) MV;’ will lie in a compact set K of p. 
When some (or all) of the species have hard cores, there will be a critical 
surface pc (cf. Section IV) such that for sufficiently large j, Z(M; /J.) = 0 
if 1 M ( VT’ 3 (1 + c)pc , i.e., MV7l is outside (1 + E)P~ , with E > 0, 
arbitrary. 
DEFINITION. We shall denote by K, the compact set (P: p E K, 
I P I < (1 - l >P,), and by $,(p; Aj) the sum in (7.34) when MV;l is 
restricted to be in K, (with a corresponding meaning for +,(P ;Aj)). 
The symbols 8’(~; Ai), g,‘(t.~; Ai), 73’(~; Aj) and +,‘(F; Aj) will denote 
the same quantities as those without primes except that the summation in 
(7.34) will now be restricted to neutral systems M . E = 0, which 
implies that MV?’ E K,‘, K,’ = (p : P - E = 0} n K, . 
LEMMA 7.6. (i) lim+, i3,(ir; Aj) = maxp,K,, [EL’ . P + g(p)] = G,(P) = 
+,(p’) where IL’ = P - (IJ *E)E/(E -El. 
(ii) limj-, G,‘(& Aj) E +E’(p) = 73&A). 
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Proof. We first find a lower bound on i3,(t.~; 
2 cp=N;~~K ,) [P . P + ‘r(P)1 - 9 
1 E 
2 max [P . P + g(p)1 - 26, , 
pEK’ 
(7.35) 
with -zj -P 0 as j + 0. The first inequality is a consequence of the fact 
that no term in the grand partition function is negative, that K,’ C K, , 
and that p . N = F’ - N when N * E = 0. The second inequality 
follows from the uniform approach of g(p; Aj) to g(p) for p E K,‘. The 
final inequality follows from the continuity of g(p), and the fact that the 
points NV?l become dense in K,’ as j --t co. 
Since the number of terms in g<(p; Ai) does not exceed (1 + 277Vj)s, 
SE(p.; Aj) < SV;’ In( 1 + 27Vj) 
Using Lemma 7.2 with M = N + n, shows that 
with NV;~EK,’ and •~-0 as j-+ co. Also SV~rln(l +2~V~)+0 
as j -+ co. Hence, 
+c(IL; Aj) < rN:Ny:~K ,, [P’ . N + g(N’Fl; ‘j)l + Ej + cj’ 
3 E s 
< z:X [P f P + g(P)] + ‘j + ‘j’ + ‘; 9 (7.37) 
c 
with E i , Ed’, $ -+ 0 as j + co. Combining (7.35) and (7.37) proves part (i) 
of the lemma. The same bounds also hold a priori for +,‘(F; Aj), which 
proves part (ii) of the lemma. 
We define 
ij&) = lii ?+&.A’) = cp:p,$y~, <p ) [EL’ . p + g(p)]* (7.38) 3 0 
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LEMMA 7.7. (i) limj,, 73(~; Clj) = i;s(p). 
(ii) lim. 3-1” &‘(P; ‘j) = &O(P). 
Proof As we already noted, given any E > 0, Z(M; /lj) = 0 for 
sufficiently large j if / M 1 V;’ >, (1 + E)P~ . Hence for larger j, the only 
nonzero contributions to the sum in (7.34) will come from those values 
of M for which MV7l E: K, , K, = {P: P E K, I P I < (1 + +J. 
Now it is readily seen that to any domain llj (with j sufficiently large), 
we can associate (e.g., by expanding /Ii uniformly) a larger domain 
Aj 3 (lj , having a volume V(~j) = Vj , and Vj < (1 + S)Vj where S is 
independent of j and depends on E in such a way that S --j 0 as E + 0. 
The domain Aj has the property that whenever Mj V;r E K_, , Mj~~lE K, . 
We thus find that $<(p; dj) < g(p; dj) < g<,(p; A?), where the second 
inequality follows from the inequality Z(M; Aj) < Z(M; zj). Taking 
logarithms and dividing by Vj , gives i;,(p; Aj) < G(p; /Ii) < 
(1 + S) +?<(p; Aj). Taking the limit j + CO and then letting E --2- 0 proves 
part (i) of the lemma. Part (ii) is proven in the same way. 
Combining Lemmas 7.6 and 7.7 proves Theorem 7.1. 
DEFINITION. The grand canonical ensemble average particle number 
vector in the domain flj, (M)j = ((lc/l)j ,..., (MS),), is defined as 
(Mi) :+ E-r@; (lJ -&, .‘. Cis=o Mi exp[lr . M] Z(M; ilj), i = l,..., S, 
with similar definitions for ((n/ri)z), etc. Other averages of interest are 
(Q)j = (M), * E, (p)i = (M)jVTr and <Q)jV;’ = (P)~ * E. The limit 
of (P)~ as j + GO, will be denoted where it exists by e(p). 
LEMMA 7.8. (i) limj,, :<Q)iV;’ = 0 
(ii) limjA, (p)j = p(p) = (a/&) r(p) exists almost everywhere. 
Proof. The proof of this lemma is based on the following fact: If 
fi(x) is a sequence of convex functions which approach a limit f(x) as 
j + co, thenf(x) is convex and (d/dx)fi(x) + (d/dx)f(x) wherever the 
latter exists, which is almost everywhere. 
From its definition (pi>1 = (a/$~,~) “(EL; flj). It is readily verified that 
n(p; .Ai) is convex in each pi . This proves part (ii) of the lemma. To 
prove part (i) we write p = IL’ + XE, with h = (p . E)/(E . E). It is 
readily seen that (Q)jVy’ = (a/ax) V(F’ + hE; Ai) and that x( t.~’ + XE; cli) 
is convex in X. Since the limit ~(JL’ + hE) == +t.~‘) is independent of X 
part (i) follows. 
Remarks. (i) Lemma 7.8 shows in a striking way the special nature 
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of the Coulomb potential. In the absence of the Coulomb potential, 
but for any tempered potential, one can, by properly choosing the various 
chemical potentials pLi , induce essentially any desired values of the 
densities pi(p) of the various components. For Coulomb potentials, on 
the other hand, only neutral densities appear in the thermodynamic 
limit. 
(ii) If we think of p(p) as a function of the charges of the various 
species (e,}, and consider some limit in which some or all of ei’s vanish 
then clearly the value p(p) in this limit will be very different from what 
it would be if we had set these Q’S equal to zero before going to the 
thermodynamic limit, j + co. 
An interesting question now arises about the behavior of the charge 
fluctuations per unit volume, 
(7.39) 
when j + co. We expect on the basis of convincing but nonrigorous 
arguments that the left side of (7.39) should vanish as v;z/3, but we 
have been unable even to prove that it vanishes. 
We note, however, the following: Consider a system in which all the 
species of particles have hard cores (this is not essential but makes things 
simple), and let exp[pj] = zj be the fugacity of the j-th species. Then 
the grand partition function E(z, ,..., xs; (lj) is a polynomial in the zi’s 
(Yang and Lee, 1954) whose order is proportional to Vj . In the space of 
the S complex variables z1 ,..., zs, the pressure r(xl ,..., xs; (lj) will be 
singular wherever 8(s, ,..., zs; (lj) vanishes. This clearly cannot happen, 
for any finite j, in some neighborhood cj of the “physical part”, Ps, of 
cs; PS = (2: zi 2 0, i = I).‘.) S), so that “(2; /lj) is real analytic 
in the zi’s on Ps. As j -+ CO, ~~ may go to zero and we expect that 
4% ,***, zs) = n(p) will h ave singularities on Ps (representing “phase 
transitions” of the system). 
Consider a domain D C C=S which is free of zeros of B(z; /lj), for 
sufficiently large j, and whose intersection with Ps has an S-dimensional 
Lebesgue measure V(D n P”) > 0. The pressure ~(z; Aj) will then be 
analytic in D and approach a limit as j + co for z E D n Ps. It can also 
be verified that there is a bound ( ~(2; flj)l < A for z E D and A is 
independent of j (see, for example, Lebowitz and Penrose, 1968, 
Section IV). It follows then from Vitali’s Theorem that the limit function 
n(z) is analytic in D and that all the derivatives of n(z; /lj) approach the 
derivatives of r(z). 
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It follows, for z E D, that since T(K) = ~(y + XE) = z(P’) is 
independent of X, all derivatives of n(p’ + hE; L$) with respect to h 
will vanish as j --t cx), and so in particular will the charge fluctuations 
per unit volume. Unfortunately, the existence of such a domain D for 
Coulomb systems is not known at present. (For tempered potentials, 
there is always some 2 S-dimensional ball containing the origin z = 0 
in which E(z; /Ii) is free of zeros, for large j. The radius of this ball is, 
however, inversely proportional to the second virial coefficient and hence 
vanishes for Coulomb systems). 
VIII. THE MICROCANONICAL ENSEMBLE FOR NEUTRAL SYSTEMS 
In the foregoing pages we discussed the existence and properties of 
the canonical and grand canonical free energies per unit volume. The 
microcanonical ensemble is an ensemble of even more physical and 
historical importance. From it the requisite thermodynamic properties 
of the canonical and grand canonical ensembles may be deduced directly 
on general grounds, but the converse is not true. The microcanonical 
partition function .Q(E, N; /I), is a function of energy E, the domain .4, 
and the particle number vector N. There are many ways to define Q, but 
in any case one defines an entropy/unit volume u as a function of density 
e and energy/unit volume E by 
U(E, p; A) = V-l In SZ(EV, pl/; A), 63.1) 
where I’ = v(n). I n addition to showing that u has a thermodynamic 
limit which is concave in (E, p), one also has to show that the various 
definitions of 9 yield the same limiting u function (see Ruelle, 1969, 
and references quoted therein). 
It turns out that the proofs of these assertions generally do not deal 
directly with CJ but rather with its inverse function E(U, p; (1). It is the E 
function that satisfies the desirable inequalities. Instead of following the 
usual route of first defining u and then E we shall in subsection A define E 
directly to suit our purposes. We shall show that it has all the requisite 
thermodynamic properties for neutral systems in general domains as we 
did in Sections IV and V for the canonical free energy. In subsection B 
we shall show that our definitions of E and u (which is defined to be the 
inverse of our E function) agree with the usual definitions in the thermo- 
dynamic limit. The “equivalence” of the microcanonical ensemble to the 
6071913-8 
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canonical and grand canonical ensembles in this limit is a consequence of 
the general arguments already developed for non-Coulomb systems 
(cf. Ruelle, 1969). 
A. The Microcanonical Energy Function E 
We shall carry out the analysis for quantum mechanical systems. 
Analogous results and definitions hold for classical systems when 
H-stability is satisfied. 
DEFINITION. Consider a quantum system in a domain fl (of volume V) 
with particle density p. Let El < E, < *** be the eigenvalues of the 
Hamiltonian arranged in increasing order (including multiplicity). Let 
cr E Iwl and let I > 1 be the smallest integer 2 exp(aV). Then the 
energy function is defined by 
E(U, p; A) = (V&l i Ei . (8.2) 
i=l 
Remarks. (i) E is lower semicontinuous in u and is, in fact, a sum of 
step functions. It is not defined by linear interpolation insofar as 0 is 
concerned. Implicit in the above definitions is that E is defined by 
Eq. (8.2) when the particle numbers are integral, and is defined for other 
values of p by linear interpolation as in subsection IV-C. A more refined, 
but equivalent point of view is to regard each individual energy level 
(which depends on P and A) as being defined for all P through linear 
interpolation. This interpolation is to be understood in terms of multiplet 
numbers as explained in subsection IV-F. We shall need this in Eq. (8.4). 
Lemma 4.3 will again be required to insure that the inequalities below 
are satisfied for all p. 
(ii) H-stability provides the lower bound 
40, P, 4 > -pB, (8.3) 
as given in (2.10). 
(iii) The range of ~(0, p; A) is [Q , CO), since the Hamiltonian is 
unbounded above, or = El/V. 
(iv) It is clear from the definitions that E is nondecreasing in a. 
Hence, the energy function has a pseudoinverse called the entropy 
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function which will be denoted by U(E, p; (1). It is given explicitly by 
(8.4) 
for E 3 Ed (which depends upon A and p). Alternatively, 
U(E, p; A) = sup{0 : E(U, p; A) < c}, (8.5) 
which is a definition applicable to the classical case as well. 
The entropy function is upper semicontinuous in E. It is also piecewise 
constant in E as is the case for E as a function of (T. It is this latter fact that 
prevents the energy function from having a true inverse, i.e., 
U.(E(U’, P; A>, P; (1) # CT’ for all real 0’. What is true is that 
U(E(U’, p; A), p; A) = sup{u : E(U, p; A) = E(U’, p; A)}. (8.6) 
Implicit in Eq. (8.4) is the notion that each E, is defined for all p by 
linear interpolation as explained before. Thus, the definition (8.4) of (T 
is not the same as one would obtain if one defined u for nointegral 
particle numbers by linear interpolation of u. In other words, we have 
given priority to the energy function. It is also to be noted that while the 
domain of E (in u) is (-a, co), the domain of u (in C) is [Q , CO). 
We turn now to the minimax principle (Appendix B) which states that 
if {&}, i = l,..., I is a set of 1 orthonormal functions (called variational 
functions) in the domain of the Hamiltonian H and that if we form the 
Z-square Hermitian matrix A whose elements are Aii = (& , H$j), and 
label the eigenvalues of A as X, < h, < *se f X, then hi > Et for 
i = I,..., 1. In particular, for integral particle numbers, 
E(U, p; A) < (V&l Tr A, P-7) 
where exp(aV) = 1. This formula shows the advantage of our definition 
of E because all we need to know are the diagonal elements of A. 
TO apply this principle, let (1 3 II, u (1, , with fl, and (1, disjoint, and 
let N = N, + N, be the respective particle number in the various 
domains. If 
{$A>, E,1}, i = l,...) n, (resp. {tit, E,“}, i = 1 ,..., n,) 
are the first n, (resp. n2) eigenfunctions and eigenvalues in (1, (resp. /I,), 
we can form the set of n1n2 variational functions in (1 by Z&~ = C/Q’ @ #Jo”. 
607i9/3-S* 
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To evaluate the right hand side of (8.7) we need consider only Aij,ij and 
this is given by 
Aii,ij = E$ + Ej” $ Uij , (8.8) 
where Uij is the expectation value of the interdomain part of the potential 
energy. Obviously, (8.8) generalizes in a trivial way when A contains 
more than two disjoint subdomains. 
The average interaction lJij consists of a non-Coulomb-but 
tempered-part and a Coulomb part, which we shall denote by UG and 
Us , respectively. The former can be easily bounded; for example, if A 
is a standard ball packed in the standard manner we can use Lemma 4.2. 
Bounding UC is slightly more complicated. 
Suppose that A, in the previous discussion is a ball B. Each index i 
denoting the eigenfunctions and eigenvalues of the Hamiltonian in B 
can best be written as a pair (01, m) where 01 denotes the principal quantum 
numbers, including the angular momentum, L(cu) (irreducible represen- 
tation of the rotation group), and m denotes the magnetic quantum 
number (row of the representation). The energy Ei depends only on 01 
and not on nz. Suppose further that n, is such that for every cy. all the 
levels (01, m) with --L(U) < m <L(a) appear in the list l,..., n, if any 
one (a!, m’) does. In that case we shall say that n, is perfect. When we do 
the sum C&, Uz,mj,j , which is part of the sum in (8.7), we have to 
evaluate an average charge density in A, which involves integrals over 
all but one of the Nr particle coordinates in B, such as 
L(r) = i l I v&d-, r2 ,.-, rN1)12 dr, ..* dr,. 
WZ=-L 
Clearly 1, depends only on the distance of r from the center of B. If, in 
addition, we postulate that N, * E = 0, i.e., that A, contains a neutral 
mixture of particles, then the average Coulomb potential outside of A, 
will vanish by Newton’s theorem. That is, 
&J+rJ for all j, (8.9) 
i=l 
regardless of the shape of A, and of its constituent particles. If n, is not 
perfect, it lies between two perfect numbers p and v, TV < n, < v, 
v-p = 2qci+ 1 = t, where 01 is the last principle quantum number 
appearing in the first n, levels. The sum C!=r Uz = 0 and can be ignored. 
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We are then left with 0 = Cy&,, Uic, where Uic = C& U$ . The 
key fact is that we can relabel the last t levels in v such that 0 < 0. 
This is so because C~=P+l UiC = 0. 
The following lemma generalizes this idea to the case where A contains 
a finite number, say M + 1, of subdomains, the first M of which are 
balls with neutral mixtures of particles and the last one is arbitrary. 
LEMMA 8.1. Let F : (Z+)M -+ R1 and let t and p be two elements of 
(Z+)M such that pi < ti , i = I,..., M. Suppose that 
,gl ... 2” F(i, ,...) iM) < 0. 
iM=l 
Then it is possible to relabel the M sets of integers (l,..., tJ ,..., (l,..., tM) 
such that x& ~0. ~~‘$zl F(i, ,..., i,,) < 0. 
Proof. Define F : Zf + [WI by 
F(i) = i ... 2 F(i, i, ,..., iM) so that i F(i) < 0. 
+1 Q"f=l i=l 
Relabel the integers (1 ,..., tl) so that F(1) <F(2) < a--. Then x:&F(i) < 0. 
We can repeat this process inductively, i.e., 
(t1 I t, >*.., t‘w) - (A , t, ,a*., fM) - ($3 > P, ,“.> tA4) - (P, , P, ,*.., PA4). 
To apply this lemma, we identify 
This shows that the interdomain Coulomb interaction in (8.7) is negative 
when A contains a finite number of subdomains at most one of which is 
nonspherical and/or nonneutral. 
Returning now to the case of two subdomains and under the foregoing 
condition that A, is a ball with a neutral mixture of particles, we can 
write, for i = 1,2, xi = V,/V and exp(u(VJ= ni, so that if exp(aV)= n1n2 
then u = xlul + x2g2 . Then, if E$ denotes the energy function of Ai, 
4x1~1 + x202 7 Wl + X2P2 ; 4 G XFl(U.1 7 Pl ; 4) + X2<2(U2, P2 ; (12) + 0, 
(8.10) 
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where 0 is some bound on UT. This is true when n, , n2, N, and N, 
are integral, but it is also true when n, and n2 are arbitrary, precisely 
because we have defined the energy functions to be lower semicontinuous 
in G. [In an obvious abbreviated notation, if n, = n; + q1 and n2 = @a + 71~ 
with C~ integral and 0 < qi < 1, then 
Furthermore, the truth of (8.10) f or each fixed u1 and (TV and integral 
particle numbers also implies its truth for all pi and pa , as is seen by 
applying Lemma 4.3 to the function --E. 
Thus, we can summarize the situation by saying that (8.10) and its 
generalization to more than two subdomains is precisely the analog 
of the inequalities on the g function of Sections IV and V. The differences 
are three: 
(i) The g function is replaced by --E. 
(ii) The density P is replaced by the pair (a, P). 
(iii) For each domain (1 and fixed (T, E(U, p; d) is continuous in p 
(which, we remind the reader, must be thought of in multiplet space in 
order to ensure charge neutrality), but it is only lower semicontinuous in u 
for fixed p. However, E is monotone in u for fixed p. 
If we ignore item (iii) for the moment, we see that precisely the same 
analysis as that given in Sections IV and V will lead to the same 
conclusions for the energy function, namely, Theorems 4.6 and 5.1. 
Item (iii) is a cause for concern, however, about the matter of uniform 
convergence, but we can circumvent the lack of continuity in (u, p) in the 
following manner: 
(i) Apart from some inconsequential terms involving the tempered 
potential, E(U, ta; /l) converges downward to its limit function E(U, p) 
(see the proof of Theorem 4.4). This limit function is convex in (u, p) 
because of (8.10) and hence is continuous. It is also monotone in u. 
(ii) For each p, the convergence in u is uniform on compacta 
because a sequence of monotone functions that converges on a compact 
set to a continuous function does so uniformly. It is then clear that if we 
introduce E(U, p; (1) as the upper semicontinuous analog of E (which is 
defined in an obvious way) then E converges to E(U, p). It is also clear that 
for each (1, Z(U, p, /l) is jointly upper semicontinuous in (u, p) because 
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it is piecewise linear; it also has the downward convergence property of 
(i) above. We can now use Dini’s Theorem to assert that the convergence 
is uniform on compacta, and since F > E the same is true for the original 
E functions. 
We now collect these results in a formal statement: 
THEOREM 8.1. (i) Let {Aj , Nj) b e a sequence of regular domains and 
integer valued particle number vectors satisfying the neutrality condition 
Nj * E = 0 and such that pj = V(Aj)-lNj satisfies 1 pj 1 < pC . Let a 
sequence of entropies {uj} also begiven and suppose that pj + p with / p 1 < pC 
and uj -+ cr. Then, the energy functions •(a~ , p; Aj) converge to a function 
~(u, p) which is independent of the particular sequence. 
(ii) E(U, p) is continuous and convex in (u, p) in the domain 
D=((cr,p):IpI<p,,p.E=O,--co<o<03). 
It is also non-decreasing in u. 
(iii) E(U, 0) = 0. 
(iv) Let K be a compact subset of D. Suppose that for each (a, p) E K 
we have a sequence {uj(u, p), pj(u, p)} h h pp w ic a roaches (u, p) uniformly on 
K. Then l (uj , pj; Aj) upp roaches E(U, p) uniformly on K. 
Using Theorem 8.1 and some real analysis (see Griffiths, 1965) one 
can also prove 
THEOREM 8.2. The entropy function, U(E, p; A), satis$es Theorem 8.1 
except that (ii) must be modi$ed to read: 
(ii) U(E, p) is continuous, and concave in (E, p) in the domain 
D = {(E, P) : I P I < pe , P . E = 0, 6 > cl(p)>, where Q(P) = i& E1(pj ; 4),Wj 
and E,(p; A) is the lowest eigenvalue of the Hamiltonian in A. It is also 
nondecreasing in E and its range is not bounded above. 
We also add: 
(v) U(E, p) and E(U, p) are inverse functions. 
B. Equivalence to Other Defkitions of the Entropy 
One of the standard definitions of the microcanonical partition function 
(Griffiths, 1965; Ruelle, 1969) is 
f2(E, N; A) = Tr 8(E - H) = p(E), (8.11) 
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where His the Hamiltonian, e(x) = 1 for x > 0, e(x) = 0 for x < 0 and 
p(E) is the number of eigenvalues of H (counting multiplicity) which do 
not exceed E. By taking logarithms and dividing by V = V(A), we obtain 
the entropy function 
c?(E, p; A) = V-l In p(6V). 
The energy function inverse to 8 is 
(8.12) 
<(cr, p; A) = V-!E 2 (8.13) 
where I is the smallest integer >exp(uV). 
We wish to inquire how the E” function compares with the E function 
defined in the previous subsection. As p and A are unimportant quantities 
in this discussion we shall cease to exhibit them explicitly. Clearly, 
g(u) > E(U). On the other hand, if we replace g by u’ = u + V-r In 2, so 
that 1 is replaced by 21 or 21- 1 (this distinction is unimportant when V 
is large), then ~(a’) = (2VZ)-l $Ei > BE(U) + t;(u). Thus, 
C(U) + ~[E((T + V-l In 2) - C(U)] 3 <(u) > 6(u). (8.14) 
This inequality (8.14) together with Theorem 8.1, implies 
THEOREM 8.3. The energy function Z(u, p; A) also satisjies Theorem 8.1 
and has the same limit as E(U, p; A). Likewise, the entropy function, &(E, P; A) 
satisfies Theorem 8.2 and has the same limit as U(E, p; A). 
Our final task is to show the equivalence of 6 to the entropy of greatest 
physical interest which, for want of a better word, we may term the 
d$erential entropy. Actually, this is not a single function but it is a family 
of functions parametrized by a positive number 6. 
DEFINITION. With A and p fixed and 6 > 0 we define the differential 
entropy to be 
~~(6, p; A) = V-l In &EV), (8.15) 
where &E) is the number of energy levels in the closed interval 
[E - SV, E]. 
THEOREM 8.4 (Griffiths). For each 8 > 0 the dt#erential entropy 
u*(E, p; A) satisjes Theorem 8.2 and has the same limit as U(E, p; A). 
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Proof. This is proved in Griffiths (1965). One can easily derive the 
following inequality (in which we suppress explicit mention of 0): 
c?(E; A) >, u*(E; A) > &(E; A) + V-l In{1 - exp V[S(c - 6; A) - G(E; A)]). 
(8.16) 
Now consider the limit function U(E), which is concave and non- 
decreasing in E. It must, in fact, be strictly increasing, otherwise its range 
would be bounded above. (It is here that a very important distinction 
between systems with bounded and unbounded energy levels enters.) 
Therefore, 01 = U(E) - U(E - 6) > 0. Let /l be sufficiently large so that 
1 6(c; A) - u(c)1 < 43 and 1 $6 - 6; il) - u(, - S)l < 43. Hence, 
8(~ - 6; fl) - B(E; A) < -43, and the rest follows. 
APPENDIX A 
We show here that condition C implies condition B, as claimed in 
Section V. 
PROPOSITION. Let {A,> be a sequence of connected domains in Rd tending 
to infinity in the sense ofFisher with shape junction ‘rr(ol), as dejined in (5.2). 
Then the “ball condition” (dejined in (5.1)) is satis$ed. 
Proof. We first remark that if we cover a domain (1 with closed 
cubes of side 2y having disjoint interiors, the minimal number of cubes 
required, NV , satisfies 
Iv, < (2y)-d [V(fl) + V(--2Y d& ‘$1. (A.11 
This is proved in the same way as Lemma 3.1 and inequality (3.2). 
Define Lj E [ V(/$)]‘ld and, choosing some fixed 01> 0, set 2y dd = aLi 
in (A.l). Thus, N3, the number of cubes of this size required to cover fli , 
is less than ( Vd/iu)d[l + z-( -a)], by the Fisher condition. These Nj 
closed cubes are connected (since /li is) and they constitute a set whose 
diameter is at most 2y q\/a NJ < aLj( z/a/a)“[ 1 + m( - a)] = C’Lj . These 
cubes (which cover Ai) can then be inscribed in a ball B, of radius CL, 
and V(A,)/V(Bi) = 6, where S = ~;‘a-~(a/l/a)~‘[l + ~(-a)]-~, with 
ad being the volume of a unit ball in Rd. 6 is independent of j as was to be 
proved. 
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Remarks. 1. This proposition is proved in Fisher (1964, Appendix D) 
by a different method. 
2. Only a very weak version of the Fisher condition is used in this 


























ball in Rd. 
standard ball of type k. 
lower bound on energy per particle. 
capacitance of A. 
dimension (= 1, 2, 3 ,... ). 
ellipsoidal shell. 
charge of species i, (i = I,..., 5’). 
charge of particle i, (i = I,..., N). 
energy. 
(e, ,..., es). 
V(A)-l In Z(/3, pV(A); A) = -B . (canonical free energy 
per unit volume). 
g(B = 1, Pi 4. 
gW/ JW); 4 
infinite volume limit of g(p; A) for neutral systems. 
g(p; A) expressed in terms of R. 
G(a/QQ 4 
Hamiltonian of the system. 
mass of species i, (i = I,..., 8). 
mass of particle i, (z’ = l,..., N). 
number of balls of type k used in a packing. 
number of particles of species i. 
(Nl,..., Ns). 
total particle number =Cs Ni (also used for multiplet 
number in section IV). 
net charge. 










V(A) or V 
V(k 4 
w, e 
W’L f’,v; X) 
Xi 
X 
















minimum distance for tempering. 
radius of standard ball of type R. 
multiplet density vector. 
number of species of particles. 
microcanonical entropy. 
kinetic energy operator. 
configurational potential energy. 
Coulomb potential. 
tempered potential. 
volume of A. 
boundary volume. 
tempering constants. 
inter-set potential energy. 
coordinate of particle i (i = I,..., IV). 
(x XN). 1 ,“., 
cenonical partition function. 
Z-(/3 = 1, N; A). 
multiplet number vector. 
reciprocal temperature in units of Boltzmann’s constant. 
packing constants, y = p( 1 + p)-‘. 
a cubical domain. 
microcanonical energy per unit volume. 
Heaviside step function. 
domain in W of particle coordinates x, ,..., xN . 
chemical potential of species i. 
(P )* 1 ,-**, Ps 
grand canonical partition function. 
neutral system grand canonical partition function. 
V(A)-l In E(J.L; A) = grand canonical pressure. 
neutral system grand canonical pressure. 
Ni/V = density of species i. 
(P’ “1. ,.**> P 
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P Total density = N/V (also used for multiplet density in 
Section IV). 
PC close packing density (for hard cores). 
aa volume of unit ball in Rd. 
U(% Pi 4 microcanonical entropy per unit volume. 
Q(E, N; 4 microcanonical partition function. 
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APPENDIX B. OPERATOR THEORY NEEDED 
IN QUANTUM STATISTICAL MECHANICS IN BOXES 
By Barry Simon, Princeton University 
In this appendix, we discuss certain technical details concerning 
operators on a Hilbert space which are needed for discussing the canonical 
ensemble in bounded regions of W of arbitrary shape. For a related 
discussion, see Robinson [6]. 
A. Quadratic Forms 
The natural language in which to discuss the Hamiltonians arising in 
statistical mechanics is the language of quadratic forms rather than the 
more familiar language of operators. We thus begin with a brief discussion 
of quadratic forms, supposing that the reader is already conversant with 
the notion of self-adjoint operators and the spectral theorem. For 
additional discussion of quadratic forms, see Kato [3], Nelson [5]; for a 
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discussion of the application of quadratic forms to quantum mechanics 
of a finite number of particles in an infinite volume, see Simon [7]. 
A quadratic form a on a Hilbert space Z’ is a map a: D x D + @ 
where D = Q(a) is the form domain, a dense subspace of 2, and a (a, *) 
is linear in the second variable, conjugate linear in the first. The canonical 
example of a form is provided as follows; Let A be a self-adjoint operator 
with spectral projections Eh . Let Q(a) be the set Q(A) of J+G E X such 
that 
If #, 4 E Q(a), let 
We say a is the form of the self-adjoint operator A. 
If a is a quadratic form, we say a is semibounded if there is some 
C > 0 with a(q4,4) 3 -C((~112 f or all 4 E Q(a). But a is called positive, 
if a(4,+) > 0 for all 4 E Q(a). Th e f orm of an operator is semibounded 
(positive) if and only if A is semibounded (positive), i.e., if Ec-~,~) = 1 
for some 6 < co (for f3 = 0). 
Let a be a semibounded quadratic form a(+, +) > --C/l 4 j12. Define 
(4, $>+1 = a(&+> + (C + I)($, ~4). (-, .>+1 is an inner product on 
Q(a). a is called closed if Q(a) with (e, *)+r is a Hilbert space, i.e., if the 
II 11+1- norm is complete. It is not hard to see that the form of a semi- 
bounded self-adjoint operator is closed. The fact that makes quadratic 
forms so nice is that the converse is true. 
THEOREM 1. Let a be a semibounded, closed quadratic form. Then 
there is a unique self-adjoint operator A, so that a is the quadratic form of A. 
Proof (see Kato [3, pp. 322-3311 and/or Nelson [5, pp. 99%1001). 
Thus, given a semibounded quadratic form a, it is natural to try to find 
closed extensions of it. The simplest way of looking for a closed extension 
is to take the inner product space Q(a), with norm )/ [/+r and complete it 
to a Hilbert space Z+r . There is a natural map i: Q(d) --t fl given by 
using the fact that Q(a) C 2 ( i is the identity). Since )I i($ = )/ $ ]) ,< 
II * II+1 2 i is continuous and so it has a continuous extension i to Z+l . 
If i is one-one we can view P,.r as a subspace of YE and define a form 5 on 
%+, by a(+, #) = (4, #)+r - (C + I)(+, $). a is clearly an extension of 
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a and it is closed. If i is one-one, we say a is closable; a is then the smallest 
closed extension of a; a is called the closure of a. It is not hard to see that 
a is closable if and only if a has some closed extension. To see that not 
every form is closable, consider: 
EXAMPLE. Let Q(a) = 64 EL’(R) I # is continuous} and let a(#, 4) = 
#(O)+(O). Thus a is in some sense the expectation value of 6(x). Let $, 
be a sequence in Q(a) with & + 0 in L2 but #,(O) = 1 for all n. Since 
Irfll:l = llfl12 + IfKw, we see that $, is Cauchy in /j ((+i . Thus $, + 71 
for some 17 E Z+i . Since /I #, 11+i + 1; 1177 l/+r = 1, which implies q # 0. 
But i(q) = lim +, = 0. Thus i is not one-one; a has no closure. This is 
as it should be; if a had a closure, Theorem 1 would tell us there was a 
self-adjoint operator A with <#, A#) = / $(0)12 for all (b E Q(a), Since 
multiplication by 6(x) is in no sense an operator, a should not have a 
closure. 
It turns out if a is a semibounded form that comes from an operator, it 
is always closable. 
THEOREM 2. Let A be a Hermitian operator with some domain D(A). 
Suppose there is a C with (#, A#) >, --Cl/ IJ II2 for all # E D(A). Let a be 
the quadratic form with Q(a) = D(A) and a(#, 4) = (#, A+). Then a is 
closable. 
Proof. See Nelson [5, pp. lOl-1021. 
Thus, if A is a Hermitian operator which is bounded below in the 
sense of Theorem 2, we can find a self-adjoint extension of A as follows: 
Let a be the form of Theorem 2; let z be its form closure. By Theorem 1, 
there is a unique self-adjoint operator A, with a the form associated to 
A,. A, is called the Friedrichs extension of A. If A > -C, then 
A, Z -C. 
B. Free Hamiltonian 
Let Q be a bounded open set in R 12. Let Coa(Q) be the C” functions 
with supports strictly within 52. Define A on I?,,~(Q) by 
View A as an operator on L2(Q). 
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Then 
Thus A is a positive operator. We will call its Friedrichs extension the 
free Hamiltonian H, for the region Q. (This is called T in the rest of the 
paper)- 
The operator A is not essentially self-adjoint; so this method of taking 
the form closure gives us an operator defined on a bigger domain than if 
we simply took the operator closure. According to the standard folklore 
associated with the theory of self-adjoint extensions of differential 
operators (see Wightman [lo, pp. 262-2671 or Coddington-Levinson 
[l, pp. l&207]), H,, should in some sense be --d with some boundary 
condition added at a&?. We claim H,, is actually -d with 0 boundary 
condition on X?. This is based on the following considerations: 
(1) In the case Q = (a, b) C R, any 4 E Q(H,,) is a continuous 
function on [a, b] vanishing at a and b. 
(2) If Sz is a sufficiently nice region in Rn, say a sphere or a paral- 
lelepiped, H,, is essentially self-adjoint on the family of functions C2 
on Q which vanish on Z?. 
(3) Most importantly, we have the following theorem: 
THEOREM 3. Let Sz C lF be bounded regions of Rn and let HAn’, Hia” be 
the free Hamiltonians for J2 and JZ, respectively. Suppose # E Lz(S) with 
4 E Q(Hhn’). Extend 4 to sZ1 b y setting it equal to 0 outside 9. Call this 
extension 6; then $ E Q(Hp”) also. 
Proof. Since 4 E Q(HiQ’), we can find & E C,“(Q) so that #, + 9 
in L2Ph V(A) is Cauchy in L2(sZ). But then #, --f ~6 in L2(sZ1) and 
V(&J is Cauchy in L”(D) so I$ E Q(Hhnl’). 
In some cases we have Sz C R” and Q1 C UP SO L2(Q x Ql) = 
L2(sz) @ L2(521) in the sense of Hilbert space tensor products. In this 
case, it is easy to see HiDxnl’ = HAD) @ 1 + ?I @ Hha1’ under this 
tensor product. 
In other cases, we have Q C Rn and are interested in Q1 = 
Q x’ . . . x D C (Rn)m. We note in this case that the space of # E Lz(G) 
transforming according to some representation of the symmetric group 
on m letters is left invariant by Hh@), i.e., the functions of a given 
statistics are left invariant by H,, . Moreover, H,, restricted to this space is 
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the Freidrichs extension of --d restricted to the C,m(Q1) functions with 
the correct statistics. 
C. Form Perturbations and Interactiflg Hamiltonian 
In defining the interacting Hamiltonian, it is useful to think of I/‘, the 
potential, as a perturbation of the free system, an idea going back to a 
fundamental paper of Kato [4]. That V is a small perturbation of H, is 
in some sense a manifestation of the uncertainty principle. We will 
therefore describe a simple theorem on general form perturbations first 
and then apply it to potentials which are not too singular. We finally 
mention what to do with hard cores. 
The basic perturbation theorem is the following: 
THEOREM 4. Let H,, be the quadratic form of some positive self-adjoint 
operator. Let V be another quadratic form with Q(V) 1 Q(H,,) and suppose 
there is an a < 1 and a real b such that 
I<& vsL>I < a[(& ffo#)l + KY? #J> 
for all $I E Q(H,). Then there is a unique self-adjoint operator H, with 
Q(H) = Q(H,), such that 
(A f+> = (~4 f4#> + (4, v$> 
for ali #I c Q(H,,). 
Proof. The basic idea is to prove that the form h on Q(H,) defined by 
is closed and semibounded and to apply Theorem 1. For details, see 
Kato [3, pp. 336-3431, S’ rmon [7, Section 11.2; 8, Appendix 21. 
Let Wbe a function on [w3 such that W = WI + W, with / W,(x)j < c 
for some c independent of x and 
s I Wl(X)l I W*(Y)1 &j3xd3y < co 1X-Y I2 
Following [7], we say W is a Rollnik potential. The following are examples 
of such potentials: (a) Any sum of an L2 and an L” function, in particular, 
J+‘(x) = I x l-l, (b) A n Y continuous function on R3 - (0) which goes to 0 
at CO for which / W(x)I < Cl x I-‘( 1 - In 1 x \)-I when / x 1 < 1 for 
some C and some (Y > i. 
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THEOREM 5. Let ~2 be a region c$IW~~ and write x E [w3” as x = (x1 ,..., XJ 
with each xi E R3. Let IV, (i < j; i = 0, l,..., n - 1; j = 1, 2 ,..., n) be 
Rollnik potentials. Let V be deJined on 1;2 by 
V(x) = 1 W,(x, - Xj), 
w 
where x,, = 0. Then for any a < 1, there is a real b with 
I($4 54 I < 4<# ff’“‘m + w #> 9 0 (B-1) 
for all $J E Q(HhD’), where H&O’ is the free Hamiltonian for 9. In particular, 
Hhsz’ + V dejined as a sum of forms (following Theorem 4) is self-adjoint 
with Q(H;*’ + V) = Q( Hi*‘). 
Proof. By a simple limiting argument, it is enough to establish the 
estimates when $ E C,,m(J2). But it is known that the basic estimate holds 
for all of IWn (Simon [7, 81) in the form 
if tJ E Q(Hi,““‘). Since HA’“) and H,$O’ agree with -A and thus with each 
other on C,@(Q), the result is proven. 
Finally, we remark that to treat hard cores one should essentially put 
them in by changing the region of definition for the basic Hamiltonian. 
For example, let Sz C Iw3 and let n particles interact in L? with a two-body 
Rollnik potential W plus a hard core which forbids any two to be within 
a distance r of each other. Define 6 C [W3% by 
iI = {(x1 ,...) 3,) j xi E Q, 1 xi - xj ( > r> 
Then Hi*’ is a “free” Hamiltonian with the hard cores built in; 
V = xiii WJxi - Xj) can now be added as a perturbation using 
Theorem 5. 
D. i&%-Max Principle and the Existence of the Partition Function 
We want to prove that the interaction Hamiltonians, H(“) = Hi*’ + V 
discussed in Section C have the property that Tr(e-BH) < co for any 
/3 > 0. Recall that a semibounded self-adjoint operator A is said to have 
compact resolvent if and only if it has a complete orthonormal set of 
eigenvectors,A~,=E,*,withE,~E,~...E~~...;E,~coasn~co. 
A has compact resolvent if and only if (A & i)-l are compact operators. 
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In case A has compact resolvent Tr(e-fiA) < 00 if and only if 
2 = cf,, e-flEn < co, in which case Z = Tr(e-BA). 
Recall that a point X in the spectrum of A is said to be in the discrete 
spectrum if add only if A is an isolated point of the spectrum and an 
eigenvalue of finite multiplicity. Otherwise h is said to be in the essential 
spectrum. It is easy to see that an operator A has compact resolvent if and 
only if its essential spectrum is empty. The following theorem is thus 
very useful in proving H (*) has compact resolvent: 
THEOREM 6. Let A be a semibounded self-adjoint operator. Let 
(a) pL,(A) is the n-th eigenvalue from the bottom of the spectrum 
(counting multiplicity), or 
(b) p,(A) is the bottom of the essential spectrum, and in that case 
p&4) = pLn+&4) = a.. = /L,+j(A) = . . . . 
Proof. This variant of the Weyl min-max principle is discussed in 
Simon [9]. It can be proven by combining the spectral theorem with the 
classical Weyl proof (see Courant-Hilbert [2] for this classical proof). 
Thus, A has compact resolvent if and only if &A) -+ 00 as n --+ a 
and Tr(e-aA) < GO if and only if Cz==, e-@JA) < co. We thus have: 
THEOREM 7. Let !J be a bounded open region in W. Then HA*’ has 
compact resolvent and Z,(G) = Tr(e6@‘) < CO. Moreover for /YI fixed, 
Z,(Q) is a monotone increasing function of Q (i.e., Z,(Q) 3 ZO(Q1) if 
a 3 Ls). 
Proof, Under the natural imbedding of L2(Q1, d+c) into Lz(Q, d%) 
which occurs when sZ1 C Sz, we have seen (Theorem 3) that Q(HA”l)) is 
imbedded in Q(HhR’). Thus, by the min-max formula (B.2), 
To see that HiQ1’ has compact resolvent and Z,(@) < co, we merely 
note that any Q1 C Iw” which is bounded is contained in a cube. For 
a cube, one can exhibit a complete set of eigenfunctions with E, + 00 and 
Cz==, e-flEn < co. Thus (3) implies p,(Hh@)) + 00 and Czzz=, e--BE, < 00. 
The monotonicity of Z, (Q) follows from (3). 
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The inequality (B. 1) is ideal for treating the interaction Hamiltonian 
as follows: 
THEOREM 8. Let J2 be a bounded open region of ~2%. Let V be a potential 
obeying the conditions of Theorem 5. Let HIa) = HP) + V be dejned by 
the method of Theorem 5. Then H(*) has compact resolvent and Z(a) = 
Tr(e-BH’n’) < CO ; moreover, for any jixed /I and V, Z(8) is a monotone 
function of 52. 
Proof. The inequality (B.1) with some fixed a < 1, implies that 
64 ff(“V) 3 (1 - a)(#, f$+V) - WA 4). 
It thus follows that 
pL,(H(“)) 3 (1 - a) pn(HAn)) - 6. 
Thus pJH(“)) ---f CO and xc=O e- B p n@‘) < co. The monotonicity follows 
from an argument that is identical to the one which implied monotonicity 
of Z,(Q). 
E. Correlation Functions 
We should like to discuss the existence of the various correlation 
functions in the finite box system: 
LEMMA. Suppose 1 V ] is a perturbation of an operator H, obeying 
(B. 1). Let e-BHo be trace class for each /3 > 0. Then Ve--ISHo is trace class for 
all p > 0. 
Proof. Let pi ,..., pLn ,... be the eigenvalues of Ho . Then 
(since xe-x < 2e-z/2 if x > I, say). If I&, is an orthonormal basis with 
f&h, = P~V& , then 
Thus Ve--BHO is trace class. 
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THEOREM 9. Let 52 be a region in [W3n. Let H = H(*) be a Hamiltonian 
of the form discussed in Theorem 5. Let e-en be trace class for all j3 > 0. 
Then for any fixed /3 > 0, 
(a) There exist functions p1 ,..., pn. E L3( (w3) so that, for any f E L3iz((w3), 
I’ 
Pi(~)f(r) dr = Tr(fie-sH), 
where fi is multiplication by f (ri) 
(b) For any k < n, there exists functions P~,,...,~, on [w3” (il < **- < id) 
with P~,,...,~, ELqW) if-p < (1 - @)-I so that for any f E LQ(W”) with 
q > W2, 
s Pil....&l ,...Y rk)f(Yl >a.., 
rk) d3% = Tr(f,,,...,,,eeDH) 
if fi,9.-.7ik is multiplication by f (rz, ,..., ri,). 
Proof. We only prove (a); (b) is p roven by using the Hausdorff-Young 
inequality to establish similar bounds to the basic bound holding for 
l-body potentials in L312 (which are thus in the Rollnik class). By the 
lemma (with H, = H!), Tr(f; e--BH) < 00 for any f~ L312 and by the 
methods of the lemma it is not hard to prove f + Tr( fi e-BH) is continuous 
in the topology of L3j2. By the fundamental D-duality theorem, pi E L3 
exist. 
Remarks. 1. The pi’s have any rotational or point group symmetry 
that H(*) has. In particular, if D and the potentials are invariant under 
rotation of all the [w3 coordinates, so is pi . 
2. If i and j are coordinates of “identical” particles; pi = pj . 
3. Of course, the pi have support in the projection of G) onto the 
i-th R3 coordinate. In particular, if Gi is bounded, pi E Ln(W) for any 
p < 3. 
F. Some Final Remarks 
1. If A and B are closed forms with Q(A) n Q(B) dense and with A, B 
bounded below, then A + B is a closed form on Q(A) n Q(B); so a 
self-adjoint operator C, whose form is A + B, can be constructed. In 
particular, if H is a Hamiltonian of the type constructed in Theorem 5, 
and V is bounded below with singularities on a set S, so small that 
C,m(sZ\S) is dense in L2(0) then H + V can be defined. Using this idea, 
we can define Hamiltonians with Lenard-Jones potentials. 
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2. The relation between the “zero boundary condition” H,, we have 
defined, and the Neumann (vanishing boundary normal derivative) 
condition extension of -A is best seen in the formalism used by 
Robinson [6]. If A is defined to be the operator closure of -iV on 
C,,“(Q), the Friedrichs Ho is just A*A defined on {1+4 [ A# E D(A*)) 
while the Neumann extension is AA* defined on {$ ) A*# E D(A)}. As 
foms, AA* is an extension of A*A. 
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